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!VP Cockrille
resigns from
student affairs
work in the mental health field,
although she did not say with which
company. She will not work at a university. Cockrille said she has not officially
accepted the job yet, but that she more
than likely would.
Cockrille e-mailed and sent a letter
to Glasser earlier this week.
Glasser said yesterday that she was
BYDBMTACKETT
surprised by Cockrille's decision, but
Editor
that she also understands it
"I certainly support people's personVice President of Student Affairs al and professional reasons for leaving,"
Dee Cockrille resigned Monday after Glasser said.
17 months at Eastern. Cockrille said
Since receiving Cockrille's e-mail
she will move to North Carolina to work Monday, Glasser said she has consultin the mental health field.
ed with students, faculty and
Cockrille said she had
staff about who should fill the
planned to resign since
post An acting vice president
August but made the decision
will be named Monday or
two weeks ago.
Tuesday, Glasser said.
"With the coming in of the
If s an important decision,
new president, I thought I
and I want to make sure we
would go ahead and let her
have a strong leader in that
select her own team," Cockrille
area," Glasser said.
told The Progress Tuesday.
Cockrille said Tuesday she
President Joanne Glasser
was appointed in August and DeeCockriHe would remain in office for
about two weeks.
took office Oct. 29.
Before coming to Eastern,
Cockrille said she wanted a was vies
Cockrille was dean of student
"9 to 5 job," which she hasn't president for
student affairs. affairs at Marshall University
had in the past 30 years.
from 1994 to 2000. She took
"I don't want to work 24
over as vice president of student
hours a day now," Cockrille
affairs at Eastern July 5,2000.
•aid. "I'm really ready for the
While at Eastern, Cockrille helped
kind of life where I can really work in
my community and make a difference start several new programs and a lot of
in my community."
her time also has been spent developCockrille will live back and forth ing Greek Row and the Brockton renobetween her houses in Richmond, West vation.
Virginia and Charlotte, N.C., until midCockrille said she enjoyed her time
January. At that time, she will perma- at Eastern.
nently join her husband in Charlotte,
"It's been a very good 17 months,"
she said.
Cockrille said. "I have absolutely loved
In Charlotte. Cockrille said she will being here."
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Glasser moves in; convocation today
After spending the weekend moving into the Blanton House. President Joanne
Glasser wiH give a campus-wide convocation address today at 8 a.m. in Brock
Auditorium. Glasser will address faculty, students and staff for the first time.
The event will air on campus cable channels 2 and 61 at 3 p.m. today and again at
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. tomorrow. In addition, Channel 46 (KET-2) on the Richmond cable
system will broadcast Glasser's convocation address at 7 p.m. today. Two copies of
the videotape will be available in the university's Instructional Media Office, Room 105
of Crabbe Library.
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Shirley Lowe, mail clerk in the Coatee BuNdng, sorts through mail and puts postage on It before it leaves campus.

Baggies, gloves
help workers
sort envelopes
BY JENMFER ROGERS

Nmwaedhor

Despite anthrax scares across the nation, including one at
Berea College Tuesday that left the mailroom closed for over
a day. Eastern's mail employees don't seem to think the university is in danger.
Mailroom supervisor Leslie Long said the mailroom has
only had three or four suspicious pieces, one of which was
found Tuesday. She says mail the workers think may be
unsafe is sent away for testing, but that the mailroom hasn't
gotten any positive tests back.
Long says safety precautions are available if the workers
choose to take advantage of them.
"Of course there's all kinds of literature out right now,"
Long said Tuesday. And the workers have the option of wearing rubber gloves, although some of them dont
"A couple of them tried it for a day and decided it was too
hard to sort the mail," Long said.
Long says that all the workers are more cautious and more
aware of unusual mail that comes through the mailroom now,
and that procedures for handling suspicious mail outline
exactly what to do when they spot such a piece.
"Double bag it, call public safety and wash your hands,"
Long said.
She said that in her time at Eastern — five years — the
mailroom only has dealt with about two pieces of suspicious
mail In the past two or three weeks, however, the numbers
jumped to three or four pieces.
"We just didn't think about this kind of thing before," she
said.
Claude Jackson, who has worked in the mailroom for 10
years, isn't concerned about anthrax scares either, especially
since he's been through other threats in the mailroom.
"If s been worse than it is right now," Jackson said as he
sorted mail Tuesday afternoon. He usually checks for mail
without a return address.
Jackson says his colleagues make the work easier.
"It's a pretty good bunch to work with," he said.
"Everybody shares the load."
That load is as much as 2,000 to 3.000 pieces of mail every
day, only counting regularly sized letters that come in to campus — not those that go out or ones that are irregularly sized.
The first mail comes into the mailroom about 7:30 a.m.,
Long says. Usually, it's done being sorted an hour later. The

Jpewpt Roocw

News editor

Monday afternoon Student Government
Association representatives presented the Faculty
Senate with research that ultimately called for the
Faculty Senate to review the university's new
plus/minus grading system.
The Faculty Senate voted to send the SGA's
report to its executive committee for review and recommendations on action to be taken.
Erin Michalik, chairwoman of the SGA's
Academic Affairs Committee, delivered a five-page
speech to the Senate that outlined perceived problems and frustrations the SGA has realized during its
semester-long research on the grading scale.
Michalik told the Senate that most students don't
feel the scale is fair, and that many professors dont
want to talk about it.
"Many professors are apathetic towards the situation and feel that this is Just another chore that the
university has asked them to perform," Michalik
said.

Kevin MarbrVProgrest
If a n the nwN. Claude Jackson, mailroom employee, puts mail
away so It can be delivered to students and offices on campus.

Public Safety handles
powder nonchalantly
Bv JAME Vmow
Managing editor

Eastern's Division of Public Safety responded to a call of a
powdery substance found in two locations in the Fountain Food
Court last Thursday afternoon.
David Freeland, senior director of dining services, said two
locations — one near Sombrero's restaurant and the other a few
feet away near a garbage can — were sectioned off until Public
Safety arrived.
Lt. Greg Lemons, a supervisor in the Division of Public
Safety, said he responded to the call about 2 p.m. Thursday. He
said the subetaSce found in the two locations appeared to be
finer than sugp, which likely was some kind of sugar substitute.
Lemons said because the substance was found in two separate locations* It probably was not anything biohazardous.
Public Safety fdt there was not a threat because there were no
notes or anything found with the substances, he said.
After inspection. Lemons said three opened Sweet and Low
packets were found in the garbage can. The substance found
near Sombrero's was swept up and placed in the same trash can
where the Sweet and Low packets were found, Lemons said,
noting the trash bag containing the substances was tied up and
taken to Public Safety.
Lemons said Tuesday that he believed a sample of the powdery

See MAILROOM, A5

SGA would like to subtract
plus/minus grading system
BY
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Vice president
held position
for 17 months
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Michalik argued that previous research on the
plus/minus scale was faulty. She says it doesn't contain any outside research and points out that the
research contends at-risk students are most likely to
receive inflated grades, a problem the new scale was
adopted to solve. Michalik says such students are
dropping out and in fact aren't even admitted any
longer, leaving the better students as overall examples of the university's student body.
Michalik also presented the Faculty Senate with
an example of how the scale could have an averse
effect- A friend of hers must maintain a minimum
GPA to keep her financial aid and is planning on
working harder this semester to raise her grades
under the new system.
"In other words, if she's successful, she plans to
contribute to grade inflation under the grading scale
that was adopted to defeat such scandalous activity."
Michalik said.
According to a survey administered by the SGA
this semester, 65 percent of faculty say they "strongly disagree" with the statement Overall, I support
See GRADING, A5

See SUBSTANCE, AS

Minus plus/minus?
The Student Government Association
surveyed ISO people about the plus/minus grading
scale.
ty opinion survey 1 f Student opinion

Overall, I support the
plus/minus grading scale.

Overall, I like the
plus/minus grading scale.

Source : Student Government Association
Eun- Young YouPrograss
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Arlington Association obtains liquor license, alcohol sold
BY Aujaow ALTCCT
CcpyerJtor

against it

Prior to the election, Arlington had a
bring-your-own
liquor policy.
A tree-shaded drive bookended by
"We were not allowed to sell alcohol
stone pillars marks the entrance to
Arlington Association, a Richmond (Arlington members) brought their own,
country club whose membership is and we served it ... you could just bring
reserved for Eastern faculty, staff, your liquor in a brown bag, and we would
do nukes." Whitaker said. "We've always
alumni and major Eastern donors.
The club offers numerous amenities, had bartenders here, but they were just
doing setups."
including a swimming
The liquor license covpool, tennis courts, golf
ers Arlington House,
and dining, and now
the golf pro shop, with a
Arlington sells alcoholic
supplemental license
beverages.
for the Mule Barn.
The
Arlington
"That's why no one is
Association obtained a
■lom I to bring alcohol
liquor license on Sept.
on these premises—no
17. However, the club
one," Whitaker said.
did not start selling
"We cannot have donatalcohol until Oct. 1.
ed liquor here, not at
Arlington's
liquor
all. We have to provide
license was made possiJamie GaddB^rogrsss all alcoholic beverages
ble through special leg- Arlington now seas alcoholic bev- on this property, that's
islation passed by the erages in the main house, the pro the law."
General Assembly, shop and the Mule Bam.
Whitaker pointed
which went into effect
out
that with the
in July of 2000. The legliquor license comes
islation permits "a golf course and all the responsibility of staffing all bars
related premises (club house/dining and events and checking identificaroom) to sell liquor, wine and beer by tions.
the drink." said Jane Ann Whitaker.
"I think we'll have more control.
director of Arlington.
Whereas before, they could come out
Because Arlington is in a dry district, here, they could bring their own liquor.
a special option election was held on July We had no control," Whitaker said. "But
17. Out of 592 registered voters in the now, we are responsible, which a lot
North Richmond/Arlington precinct, comes with the responsibility, but then
only 34 voted in the special election. you have control of it"
Thirty-two were in favor of the sale of
While membership includes use of
alcohol at Arlington, while two were most Arlington facilities, food, drinks

and golf are separate. Members may
choose to pay for goaf on a dairy basis or
with a separate golf membership. Food
and drink are paid for on a charge
basis—all members have charge account
numbers.
"The main thing we went after (the
bquor license) for was ior convenience ...
our prices are very considerate of the
membership. We would just Eke to break
even," Whitaker said.
While the name Arlington may be
interwoven with the name Eastern,
Whitaker insists that Eastern does not
own the association.
"Eastern Kentucky University owns
the house and surrounding acres. The
EKU Foundation owns the remaining
acreage around this inside acreage, and
we lease," Whitaker said. "Arlington is
incorporated — we lease the property
from the university, so we are separate.
We are self-supporting."
Eastern patron Arnold Hanger
donated the house, the land and many
of the furnishings in the late 1960s.
The house is lavishly decorated with
ornate furniture, trophies from
Hanger's prize horses and Audubon
prints, all donated by Hanger in honor
of his parents. Hanger valued his horses so highly that two of them, Jimmy
Grey and Broad Arrow, are buried
beneath simple gravestones on the
Arlington Golf Course.
Arlington is also rumored to have a
ghost. Hanger's sister Elizabeth fell to
her death from the second story of
Arlington House. Whitaker said some
members claim that Elizabeth is known

Ksvfft Marsrvriogress
The Arftngton Association, a Richmond country dub reserved tor facuty. staff and alumni, obtained a houor license Sept 17 However, fl rJd not begin se«ing alcohol until Oct 1

to turn on lights in the second story
when all other lights in the house are
off.
The dub opened in June 1968 with 250
founding members; membership is now
at 1,800. Whitaker said. When the club
first started. Eastern controlled the golf
course, pool, etc.. while Arlington managed the main house and dining room.
However, in the early "80s, Eastern
turned complete control over to
Arlington. Now, a Board of Directors

manages Arlington. There are 18 Board
members; eight are ex-officio members,
while 10 are elected.
The rustic scenery, luxurious decorations and various activities have been
entwined with the Eastern community for
many years. Membership is open and
encouraged for Eastern graduates, faculty, staff and their families and major
donors. For more information about joining the Arlington Association, contact
Whitaker at 622-2200.

Flooding in McGregor Hall Eastern competes with schools
result of sprinkler problem in first Mock Trial Invitational
Kuan MCGABEY
Assistant photo editor
BY

Flooding in McGregor Hall
Sunday evening caused damage
to some of the residents' belongings after a sprinkler failure.
Joann Wilder, residential
coordinator in McGregor, said
there was a malfunction with
the head of one of the sprinklers in an unoccupied room on
the sixth floor. Water leaked
down from the sixth floor to the
basement.
Facilities Service Director
James Street said it was difficult
to say why the incident happened.
"If s a brand new system," he
said.
The sprinkler malfunction
caused the fire alarm to be set off.
Wilder said the fire alarm sounds
because of the decrease in pressure in the system.
"It did exactly what is was supposed to do," she said.
She said while there was
damage to smaller belongings
such as carpets and clothing,
there was no damage to larger
appliances like computers.
Residents were moved from that
side of the dorm while rooms
were being cleaned.
Wilder said the carpets are
being cleaned for the residents
with damage, and three truckloads have been taken off to be
cleaned.
She also
said
Automatic Apartment Laundry,
the facility that operates the
campus washer and dryers, are
going to fix the appliances so
residents can wash their belongings for free.
In addition. Wilder said claims

BY M*TTHEW OAIUMII

Contributing writer

Are* Undenmayer/Progrest
Flooding in McGregor Hal Sunday caused minor damage to some students'
rooms. Katie Johnson, a sophomore from Loutovtte, deans up her room.

forms for insurance were available at the front desk for students
whose belongings had been damaged.
But for now. Wilder is thankful

the initial damage didn't occur in
a resident's room.
"We were lucky it was in a
room that was unoccupied," she
said.

This past weekend marked the
advent of Eastern's first annual
Robert E. Sanders Mock Trial
Invitational Tournament The participating schools included
Rhodes, Furman, Washington
University (St Louis), Bellarmine,
USC-Spartanburg and St Vincent
College. A majority of the events
took place in Eastern's Powell
building: 10:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Friday and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday.
Sara Zeigler, assistant professor of political science, serves as
Eastern's Mock Trial Team coach
and tournament coordinator.
Zeigler commended the effort and
performance of all the participating teams.
"All of the teams performed
well this weekend," Zeigler said.
"The event was very competitive."
Steve Crevak, a political science major participating as a
member of the St Vincent mock
trial team, said he enjoyed the
tournament
"I found the event to be a very
positive experience," Crevak said.
"It provided a good firsthand
experience for me and gave me a
little more confidence in my pursuit to some day attend law
schooL"
The first, second and third
place awards went to Washington
University (St. Louis), USCSpartanburg and Rhodes College.
Eastern's team received the
"Spirit of American Mock Trial

"It was an
opportunity
for us to
come together
as a group ...
and we did."
Brandon Williams,
sophomore Spanish
major

Association" award for its performance.
An individual award was
given to Eastern student
Brandon Williams, a sophomore
Spanish
major
from
Cumberland. Williams said his
win was a group effort.
This was an important event
for our entire team." Williams
said. "It was an opportunity for us
to come together as one group ...
and we did."
"Brandon
received
the
Outstanding Attorney Award,' as
well as being instrumental in the
tournament's organization,"
Zeigler said.
The event was made possible
through funding from Robert E.
Sanders, a trial attorney in
Northern Kentucky and 2001
inductee into Eastern's Hall of
Distinguished Alumni. Additional
funding also was contributed by

Gobble-Gobble GO COLONELS!

the
Student
Government
Association.
Zeigler seemed optimistic that
with continued funding, the >
Robert E. Sanders Mock Trial ■
Invitational Tournament would
become a reoccurring event
"I am very hopeful of the
tournament becoming an annual '
event here at Eastern," Zeigler
said. "I believe the individuals
who made the event possible
this year will continue their sup- *
port in the future, allowing us to '
obtain the many lawyers and
judges it takes for an event like.
this to occur."
The Mock Trial Program has
been a part 6f the American Mock Trial Association since '
1985. It has produced several AilAmerican attorneys and witnesses. Last year, two teams were
sent to participate in both the •
National Tournament in St Paul, ■
Minn, and Championship •
Tournament in Des Moines, ,
Iowa.
Any student interested in participating in the Mock Trial program, should contact either
Zeigler or James Taylor, graduate ■
student/mock trial assistant ,
coach of the political science ,
department The program is intro- ,
duced to students through a twosemester class, in which students are presented with a case to i
develop and eventually use in
competition.
M
"Any student is eligible for enrollment," Taylor
said. ■
"However, to participate, one
must consent to a traveling com- .'
mitment"
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MISSION:

Class seeks way to build future
for Appalachian communities
BTRONCA

Appalachian Studies minor
available for Eastern students
BTKWTIIICQMKY

Assistant photo edMor
Appalachian heritage has been
a source of pride for Eastern students for many years. Now
Eastern's Center for Appalachian
Studies offers a minor to help better understand issues related to
the Appalachian area.
The new minor in Appalachian
Studies brings together classes
from a wide variety of disciplines
such as history and English to
health promotions.
Thirteen new classes from four
of the five colleges were added to
help complete the minor.
The CAS is designed to provide an interdisciplinary education that provides an opportunity
to break down stereotypes of the
Appalachian region. It also brings
an awareness to the history and
culture of the region.
Alan Banks, director of the
Center for Appalachian Studies,
said there was a great deal of
enthusiasm here to start an
Appalachian Studies minor. He
said over 20 faculty members contributed to the possibility and
design of the new minor.
The interdisciplinary aspect of
the minor is an important one.
Banks said. The opportunity to
work with people outside of the
department promotes a more
"place based" education, meaning
getting a more wholistjc picture of

Steve RichardsocVProgress
Students in George Brosf s. tar right, Appalachian Rerature class met outside
n the Ravne Wednesday afternoon Eastern now otters an Appalachian rrnnor
Erin MchaJk. back left. Fred SeaJe and Rebecca Patrick partidpale ri the dass
Appalachia instead of getting a
more one-sided picture from only
one area of study.
Banks also said the new minor
is designed to bring service to
Eastern's 22 county service areas,
all but four of which are what the
Appalachian
Research
Commission considers counties
in distress. One way the CAS is
helping is with the Headwater
Project in Letcher County.
The Headwater Project is

designed to study the environmental problems associated with the
North Fork of the Kentucky River.
The CAS wants to help the citizens
of Letcher County meet its clean
water goal of the year 2012 and to
help build a better future for
Letcher County economically.
Citizens are happy to have
students come into the area to
help out. As one citizen said,
they're helping put the 'E' back
inEKU.

Newsedmor
Approximately 3,000 residents
in Letcher County are still running pipes from their house to
local water sources to dispose of
waste. In one particular area of
the county, a church has steps
leading down into a stream where
baptisms take place. The amount
of fecal waste in the stream is
more than 30 times what it should
be.
When coal camps were built in
the 1930s, there were no waste
removal systems implemented in
the area. Seventy years have past
and little progress has been made
to rid the area of waste.
The Center for Appalachian
Studies at Eastern traveled to
Letcher County in a teaching
and research partnership with
citizens in the community.
Students enrolled in the "Social
Change in Appalachia" class
spent three weeks in the area
talking to local citizens, county
officials and hearth professionals
about the disposal problems in
the area.
The class' research will try to
answer the question: "How do we
build a sustainable future for
Appalachian communities and
Letcher County in particular?"
Mining, drilling, strip-mining
and careless trash disposal have
all contributed to the problems in
Letcher County
To the relief of many.
Congress passed a law in 1978
entitled the Surface Mining
Reclamation Act. However, the
laws contained within the act
were not enforced to the maximum extent
Eastern's "Headwater Project"
is being lead by Alan Banks, professor of anthropology and sociology and Alice Jones, assistant professor in the geography department. The idea came from the two
who have been testing water from

"Wo
looking at
now ways to
quality data."
Alan Banks, professor
of sociology and anthropology
the Kentucky River for the past
five years.
"We are looking for new ways
to present water quality data."
Banks said. "Usually, the data is
presented in the farm of a spreadsheet that only professionals can
read."
The Center for Appalachian
Studies was approached by personnel in Frankfort about conducting the study. Gov. Paul
Patton awarded the center a
$9,000 grant Sept. 14 to conduct
the study.
The first three weeks of the
class consisted of lectures about
the social change and development in Appalachia. then students
were divided into groups and will
spend the remainder of the class
in Letcher County where they will
review the data from the
Kentucky River Watershed
Watch.
Students in the class will be
learning the process of participatory research and the structure of
the Appalachian Regional
Commission.
Three weeks after the study is
complete, students will present
their findings to the staff of the
Appalachian
Regional
Commission in Washington, D.C.
"Watersheds and quality
research are important to the
future of Eastern Kentucky coun-

ties while at the same time, students are learning important
research skills." Banks said
The
Kentucky
River
Watershed Watch is a group of
volunteers who collect water samples from various places along the
Kentucky River.
Alice Jones, a professor in the
geography department, helped to
explain the results of the
Headwaters Project.The results
represent the content of fecal coliform in the water.
Fecal coliform is a bacteria that
grows in the intestines of mammals.
Some water sources that have
a high amount of fecal content are
assumed to be near farm land
occupied by animals that dispose
of excrement upstream.
The mammal most likely to be
present in Letcher County is a
human being.
The state implies that rivers
should not have a fecal conform
content of no more than 200 for
the water to be used for swimming and other human contact
Between 200 and 100 is not
safe for swimming, but is not dangerous when small amounts of
the water is dispersed. This is
considered to be a splash while
wading or fishing or something of
the like, but the water should not
be near the eyes, mouth, ears,
nose or any other opening on the
body.
However, a fecal content of
over 1000 is not safe for any
human contact.
The KRWW found that only
two water sources in Letcher
County were below 1000.
Many of the water sources
were found to have a fecal coliform content much higher that
1000. the highest being 3,300.
This is the same water that
many residents of the area are
consuming on a dairy basis.

Steering committee appointed
to review salary inequities
BYjAMgVWSOW
Managing editor
Eastern is taking matters into
its own hands — the Division of
Human Resources told The
Progress Monday a steering
committee has been created to
review employee compensation,
information which ultimately
was supposed to be provided by
Buck Consultants of St. Louis.
Buck Consultants was hired in
the fall of 1998 to study the university's classification and compensation system. All staff
employees completed a job inventory form for Buck to help determine a fitting classification system.
Doug Whitlock, vice president
for administrative affairs, said
Human Resources has been looking into the compensation issue
since last November. However,
Whitlock said the university has
probably been "ill-served by referring to anything as a Buck
Report."
"Buck did give us a report
with some recommendations in
the area of health insurance a
few years ago, and we subsequently fell into the routine of
referring
to
the
compensation/classification
work as another 'Buck Report,'"
Whitlock said. "It would have
been more accurate, I think in
retrospect, to have called that
piece of it Buck data."
The Progress repeatedly asked
for results of Buck's work beginning in the spring of 2000 after
former President Robert Kustra
quoted from the data in a public
forum, and the university saw a
$900 across the board salary
increase. However, the results of
Buck's work were denied because

both university officials and
Kentucky Attorney General Ben
Chandler said the results were
"preliminary data"
Other reasons for delay in the
results, which were supposed to
be completed last month, included that the data had errors in it,
listed individual names instead of
categories for some of the data
and misrepresented some
employees' job descriptions and
salaries.
Gary Barksdale, director of
the
division
of
human
resources, said the "preliminary
data" Buck submitted to the university is outdated and needs to
be reviewed "to ensure that the
data is reflective of current market conditions."
Now,
Barksdale
said.
Eastern is conducting its own
study to review compensation
because Buck never completed
its review. The steering committee was recently appointed
by former Interim President
Eugene Hughes.
Committee members include
Michael Roberson (chair of the
committee). Barksdale (who is
managing the committee),
Kacey Coleman, Virginia
Underwood, Laura Koppes and
Gladys Johnson. Barksdale
added the committee has had
one meeting and is just beginning the process of reviewing
employee compensation.
The process will include three
steps; reviewing the classification
of jobs, internal equity and external equity. Barksdale said he can
see the process taking a couple of
phases, noting there is not a set
time table for how long it will take
the university to complete the
compensation review.

coiiiinillvM's
responsibility:

TIM

Former Interim President
Eugene Hughes charged the
committee to do the following:

The dispersal of flu shots on
campus has come to a halt,
according to Dr. Pradeep Bose. a
physician in the infirmary.
Five hundred doses of the flu
vaccination were ordered; however only 100 doses arrived.
"We are not sure when we will
receive the rest of the doses,"
Bose said. "We were told about
the delay, but we didn't think it
would take this long."
Other facilities in the
Richmond community including
the Instant Health Care Center

Flu shots:

■ The Winn Dixie pharmacy
will be offering shots for
one day. Flu shots will be
available from 4 to 8 p.m.
Nov. 29. The cost is $15.

and the Madison County Health
Department also are out of the
vaccination. Associates at both
places say that they are not
sure when more doses will
arrive.

The Magic

■ Provide support and assistance to the Human
Resources department and its
director in a comprehensive
study reviewing Eastern's Swing and compensation
processes and policies,
including examination of job
titles, job classifications and
compensation.

FREE
DELIVERY
624-0404

■ Review the study of the
employment and compensation processes and related
policy developments.
■ Make recommendations in
connection with such study
appropriate to university officers and, if warranted, the
Board of Regents.

W litlock said Ken Johnston,
vice president of finance, asked
financial support for the process
in the 2002-2004 budget request
to the Council on Postsecondary
Education. However, Whitlock
said Eastern was "not optimistic
it would get the assistance in
the current economic environment."
Johnston told The Progress
Monday the university asked for
an appropriation of $1 million
from the CPE. However, at a
meeting in Frankfort Monday
morning, the CPE denied the
request.

Flu shot shortage results in delay
of 400 needed doses on campus
PROWESS STAFF REPORT

236 West Main Street

"There is a possibility that we
will not get anymore," said April
Watson, an employee of the
Instant Care Center.
Pattie A. Clay Hospital is not
giving the flu vaccination shots to
the general public, only employees
will be able to receive the shots.
The pharmacy at WinnDixie
will be offering the shots for one
day. Flu shots will be available
from 4 to 8 p.m. Nov. 29 and the
cost will be $15. Those on
Medicare will not be charged.
If and when flu shots are
available on campus, they will
cost $3.
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Have any good news tips? Call The Progress
news team at 622-1882 or stop by the Donovan
Annex, Room 117.
*»
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PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED:

Cancun & JamMca from $389! Mr.
hotst, Iras meals, drtoks, aatawd

TRAVEL:

waving company!

Group leaders
$1291
sprngbreaidravet corn 1-800-6786386

Haip! I naax) MfTMbodyl
;

S 1.000s weekry* Stuff
at home for $2 00 each plus bonuses. Work F/T or PrT. Make $800+
weekly guanreser* Free suppeea
No experience necessary. For
detest, send one stamp to: N-90.
PMB 552.12021 VVftaNre Blvd.. Los
Angeles. CA 90025
Now accepting appkeakons for at
positions. Madison Garden
Oat paM for your opinions! Earn
$154125 and more par survey!
www.monoy4optoions.com

Student Groups: Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with the easy
CempusfuiidiaiBei.com three hour
fundraistng event Does not involve
credit
card
applications.
Fundraising dates are Hang quickly,
socaltodayf Contact
CampusfundraJser.com at 888-9233236. or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

FaAowsfrp. SctiolsraNps avaaaebto.
If interested, contact Cary Ashby at
859-623-5323or
csashbyl Oaol.com

Ifs a no brainer- lSasJse-21
trips. 30 sales - 2 free tops ♦ $525
It's easy Sign up today! www sun
ap1aahtours.com or 1-800-4267710

Winter Break Std Trip! Intramural
Programs is sponsoring a 5 day aid
trip to wsd. wonderful. West'
from January 7-11 Coat $220.
Cat 859-622 1248
rate.eku edu/stotrip.htm

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas &
Florida.
Earn cash ft go free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-8002 3 4-7007.
enrjtoisiurnrnertoiirs.com

Spring
Price Guarantee!
Reputable
company, award winning customer service! (see website) Free
meal plans! (earfybirds) Al destinations! Campus Reps earn $$.
travel free! Enough reasons? 1800-367-1252 www.sprtogbroakcftrect.com

Spring Break wMh STS, America's
•1 student tour operator. Promote
trips on-campus. earn cash and free
trips, fcsuneeeivaeonr 1-800-6484849. www.ststravei.com

Spring Break! Avoid ffcght concerns $ sal from rtortrta, spend 5
days In Bahamas from $279!
Includes most meals! Get groupgo free! springbreaktravel.com 1800-678-6386

Spring Break • Nassau/Paradise
Wand. Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, hotel, transfers, parses
and more! Organize amaf group earn FREE trips plus commtssiorn!
Cat 1-800-GET-SUN-1

Early Spring

ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best
South Padre. Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Arapulco.
Florida. & Mardlgras Reps
Needed. Travel Free. Earn SS8.

•HBWsJfTII

\u& Steamboat
NATIONAL COLLEGE WEEK

Want to wish someone a
happy birthday? Do it through
The Progress classifieds. Call
622-1880 for more
information.

HP

1-800-838-8203

1-88U-SKITHIS

ww 'A leisure tours i om

^w^ Uskithis ...■

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

oodash

\eran s

Lunch Special

November

Kevwi MartinProgress

Spray in' it down
Larry Richard, of Richard Construction, hoses off the side of the new Student Services Building. The budding when finished, w* serve as a central location for offices such as housing, billings and collections, etc.

££e%H

9. This weeks ewsettc

► News Briefs
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg

Geography department
hosts awareness week
Eastern's department of geography is hosting "Students Going
the
Distance"
Geography
Awareness Week Check What's
on Tap, B2 for more information.

they will be signing their books at
the end of the reading.
Taylor will speak to an
American literature class at 11:15
a.m. Nov. 14 in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building and
Hall will speak to an Appalachian
literature class at 12:20 p.m. also
in die Kennamer Room.

Forum will discuss
Civil War Round Table
victims of sex offenses to hold meeting Nov. 16
A daylong forum entitled
Treating Victims of Sex Offenses"
wfll be held on campus tomorrow.
Anna Salter win be the keynote
speaker for the event
The forum will be held from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Posey
Auditorium located in the Stratton
Building.

Banner glitch causes
registration problems
A glitch in Banner is not allowing some students to register for
classes because of prerequisites
the system says the students
need. If a student has a question
regarding registration, call your
department chair.

Poets to present work
in joint poetry reading
Kentucky Poets James Baker
Hall and Richard Taylor will be
reading their poetry on campus in
a joint poetry reading.
The reading will start at 3:30
p.m. Nov. 14 in the Grand
Reading Room of the Crabbe
Library. Both of the poets' books
will be available for purchase, and

The Madison County Civil War
Round Table will meet at 6:30
p.m. Nov. 16 in the Board of
Regents Dining Room in the
Powell Building.
After the dinner, Joseph R.
Reihnart of Louisville, will give a
presentation entitled "The Boys
Who Feared No Noise: A History
of the Sixth Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry. U. £"
The meeting is open to the public; however, reservations must be
made for dinner. Call 622-3090 or
625-9235 for more information and
to make reservations.

Student receives honor
at national convention
Jamie Vinson, a junior journalism major from Mt. Sterling,
received a national award for business and economic reporting.
The award was presented by the
College Media Advisers at the
National College Media Convention
in New Orleans Oct 27.
Vinson won third place for her
coverage of Wallace's bookstore
bankruptcy. The award consisted
of a plaque and a $50 check.
Next semester. Vinson will be

■ ■-.._»—. njfln n

Eastern students are being
encouraged to complete a
survey to help Housing and
Residential Services determine projects for the future.
Kenna Middleton, director
of Housing and Residential
Services, will send an e-mail
to all students living on campus. The message will contain an URL link that will
open the survey.
The survey will take only 10
minutes, according to
Jeanette Crabtree, administrative assistant. Students
who participate will be
entered to win $100 ARAMARK flex dollars or $50
ARAMARK flex dollars.
interning at the Lexington HeraldLeader.

Eastern participates
in smokeout Nov. 15
Eastern will be participating in
the Great American Smokeout.
Educational materials, videos,
giveaways and refreshments will be
available from 11 am. to 2 pjn. Nov.
15 in the lobby located on the first
floor of the Powell Building.
For more information, contact
Margaret Suters or Sondra
Cornett at 623-7312.

Dance Team to compete
in national competition
The Eastern Dance Team has
qualified for the Universal Dance
Association National Competition.
The competition will be held
Jan. 10-13 in Orlando. Fla.

► Police Beat: Oct. 26 - Nov. 1
Compiled by Kevin Howard

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.
Nov. 1
A resident of Burnam Hall
reported she had received
harassing e-mails from an exboyfriend.
A student who goes to the
Cammack Building for classes
stated that he had received
harassing e-mails.
Jerry Ship. Commonwealth
Hall's residential coordinator,
reported that $30 was stolen
from a locked box in his office.
He also stated that $15 was
missing from the front desk
lockout box.

vehicle had been damaged. He
stated he had left his vehicle
parked over the weekend on the
east side of Keene Hall. When
he returned he found the windshield had been shattered and
the damage was consistent with
the bottom of a glass bottle
being hit against it. The officer
found glass debris around the
vehicle. There are no suspects
at this time.
Oct. 28
Elijah Rader.19. Liberty, was
charged and arrested with alcohol intoxication in a public place.

Hiram Fields II. 21. Richmond,
was charged and arrested with driving under the influence and speeding. The suspect was caught going
35 mph in a 25-mph zone.

Oct. 26
Bonnie Plummer reported her
vehicle had been scratched
while parked in the Case
Parking Lot. She stated she
parked the vehicle at noon, and
when she returned at 5 p.m..
she discovered the scratch. It is
suspected that the scratch was
caused by a key.

Oct 30
Warren Bertram reported his

Richard Kin law reported his
vehicle, which had been parked

Water fountain
taken from wall
Bob Richmond, a night
supervisor for Keene Hall,
reported that the water fountain on the fourth floor of
Keene Hall had been pulled
off the wall. There was minor
flooding that occurred In the
hallway before the water was
shut off.
Richmond stated right
before he received a call
regarding the water fountain,
three male individuals came
Into the building and went
onto the fourth floor.

in the Powell East Parking Lot,
was damaged. Inspection of the
vehicle showed scratches consistent with a key across the roof,
the trunk lid and part of the left
side of the vehicle. There are no
suspects at this time.

"Who were the Co-MVP's
of the World Series?"

11

Cheeseburger
& tries
w/ beverage

Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

(859) 624-2200

■■■■/■ II— I !■■
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valid student ID

CHUR CH DIREC TORY
Abaadaat Life Ministries
305 Ocri Lane (behind Recordsmiih)

Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship (informal) 8:40

Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays al 1:30 p.m.

am.
Sunday School: 9:40 am.

on WCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus
(Contact Lynn al 859-624-3601.)

First Presbyterian Chareh (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.

Big HM Avcaaw Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
Chareh of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
Goggms Lane — West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 am.. 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Church of Oar Savtoar
2323 1 exington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 am
Adult Education: 9:30 am.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon,
at Powell drill
Faith Created Assembly of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road
on Miller s Landing.
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. ft 10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For tides or more information call 859623-4639
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on 1 uesda> and Thursday
evenings.
First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 am.
A 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth ft Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878
First Baptist Chnrch
350 W Main at Lancaster Ave
Phone 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a in.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m. ft
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m
S 1' B.S.- 7 30p.m. at BS1J (enter.

Sunday Worship: 10:40 am.
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p m

Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 am.
Sunday School: 9-45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11
a.m
t

Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9 45 am.
Sunday Worship: 11 am. (ridea available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed. 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper, (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m.. in the Fellowship

Trinity Missionary Saps-tat Chareh
Jack s Creek Pike ft U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6868
Sunday School: 945 am.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 ajn. and 6
p.m.
Wedncsday Service: 7 pjn.
llaHariaa-Uahrraaast f Mag ihaj

Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in the
Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great

209 St. Oeorge Street
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care: Sunday morning at 10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month

chance to have a home away from
home!

For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.

Hall.

Cary Ashby. Campus Minister

401 West Main St
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 am. ft
10:50 am.
Sunday School: 9:40 am.

Wcststac Christian Chareh
Beraiington Ct. (across from Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. ft 6 pjn.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
transportation available

Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m
(free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30

V* ante Oak Poad Christian
t Disciples of Chrisii

First 1 lasted Methodist Chareh

p.m and Message 6 p.m.

1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Uoggins
Lane)
Phone:859-623-6515
Sunday Worship: 9 am. ft 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m.
Sunday School. 10:15 a.m.
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30

Richmond Chareh of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 am.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. ft 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up al the
Daniel Boone statue (F.KU 1 15 minutes
prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets in the
Macfircgor Hall basement lounge the
second Monday of each month from

p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p in
^_sja

Pi

^

7 p.m.

-_4

Richmond First Chareh aftta

W
%

INaaareac
£^aaSaB*aw
-f¥^
136 Aspen Avenue
*-<4
Phone: 859-623-5510-^4
Sunday School: 9:45 a^^fTI
Morning Worship: IO:^Banss_, j
Sunday evening: 6 p m.^aaaj )fL
Wednesday 7 pan.
Bible Sla||i
Youth, College A Career, Children »
Program*
^SJ BnjaaBBajpsaw^
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Sunday Mas.: S post.
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First Christian Chareh

Inquiry classes for becoming CathouStV
Wednesday 7 p.m.
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Newman Night for all students: Wed. V
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405 UniversityWmmfy" --^f*!
Phone. 859-tsOttaQ
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12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) A the
_•
fourth Thursday of each month from s>

Supper and Bible Study

(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.

St. Thaasas I ntbrra■ Chareh
1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-623-7254
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CPE rejects most capital project requests
BY DB* TAOCETT

Etmor

An ailing state and federal
economy hit home for Eastern
Monday as the Council on
Postsecondary Education denied
most of the university's funding
requests for capital projects in the
upcoming biennium.
The Council's recommendation comes only two weeks after
the state had to trim another $171
minion off its budget In the past
fiscal year, the state has made
$532 million in budget adjustments due to the slowed economy.
President Joanne Glasser
made Eastern's request for funding of capital projects to the
Council on Postsecondary
Education Oct. 10 Of the five capital projects, only one was passed:
$11.6 million for the renovation of
Mattox Hall and Donovan Annex
to create the new Center for the
Renewal of Schools and the
Education Professions.
Money for the second phase of
three buildings — the Business
and Technology Center, the activity/wellness center and the development of the Southeast
Kentucky
Postsecondary
Education Center at Corbin —
was denied.
"(The Council) had an
approach," said Jim Clark, vice
president for government relations and budgets. "The priority
was given to renovations over
new construction, and their recommendations reflect that"
Glasser also made three special funding requests: $755,000

from the Enrollment and
Retention Trust Fund, Si million
to address staff salary inequities
and $600,000 for the Interpreter
Training Program.
The CPE's only recommendation was for the Interpreter
Training Program. Instead of
$600,000. though, the Council
suggested that the state give the
university $109,600 for the first
year of the biennium. 2002-2003.
and $123,800 for the second year.
2003-2004.
For the past five years, the
Interpreter Training Program was
funded through the Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation. The
department informed Eastern that
the $600,000 the university
received this year would be cut in
half, so Eastern requested that
the state make up the total over
the next two years.
The Council only endorsed the
projects because the real money
comes from the General
Assembly, Clark said.
"Basically, what they're saying
is, 'Governor, if you've got the
money, we'd love to see you do
it" Clark said.
The Council's recommendation was only the first step in the
process, Clark stressed. Next.
Gov Paul Patton will look at the
state's financial situation and
make his own recommendation to
the state legislature in January.
Then, the legislature will vote on
the budget in April. After that.
Eastern can put the new projects
into the university's budget
Clark said the governor's recommendations may change

Enrollment Goals
The state gives extra money to the public universities that meet their enrollment goals each year. Eastern
failed to meet its goal this year while some schools
surpassed goals for 2002 and 2003.

Institution

Fan
Ht
2000
2001
Aom Ertnwwd

Kentucky Stale

2.129

Ftf
2002
Go*

FH AkMdy
2003 mm 02
Go*
Go*

Mrwty
mM'03
Goal

12.907 134X9 13.158

Murray State
UK
UofL
Western

7.492
Mill II III
16.899

2.166

2.400

2,500

7.073

6.97*

7.025

•

•

7.853

7.700

7.800

. •

•

•

•

11,478 11.800 12.100
17.200 17.050 17.175

14,477

14.119 14,420 14,370
13^72 14,132 14.100 14200
•
Source: Council on Postsecondary Education
Eun-Young YouProgrsss

because he will be able to look at
the state's economy through
December, while the Council had
to make recommendations based
on the current economic status.
This really is a watch and see
environment we're in right now,"
Clark said. "We're gonna have to
wait and see what the real economic situation looks like in
December."
Clark said he trusts that Gov.
Patton will try to give each university what it and the Council thinks
it needs.
"I know he'll want to wait as
long as he can to do that" Clark

said.
Not only the slowed economy,
but the continuing terrorist
threats add to the money crunch,
Clark said.
"It's not an optimistic outlook
right now," Clark said. "If (terrorists) were not adding to it, the
recovery would have been quicker."
Two other major projects —
the renovation of Brockton and
Greek Row — and several minor
ones were listed as eligible for
funding through the agency bond
pool. This means that the state
would sell bonds to fund these

Professor: homosexuality predisposed
BY ROWCA BRANDENBURG

Newseditor

Michael Foster, professor of
biological sciences, addressed the
Pride Alliance group Tuesday
night about whether or not homosexuality is genetically determined.
Foster spoke from the perspective that homosexuality is genetically determined. Foster supported his idea with elaborating on
previous research that had been
done on the matter.
"From a biological standpoint
our reason for being here is to
pass on our genes," Foster said.
"That is what we scientists call
'biological fitness.' If you pass on
your genes, then you are considered to be fit however, if you survive and do not pass on your
genes, you have a fitness level of
zero."

Foster's presentation implied
that almost all aspects of human
behavior has a direct genetic link.
From whether or not you take
risks to what religion you choose
all are genetically predetennined,
he said.
To make his point more clear,
Foster used the analogy of one
who has schizophrenia.
"You are not born with schizophrenia, you are born with a
genetic predisposition, and under
the right set of circumstances,
you will be more likely to form
schizophrenia than someone who
is not genetically predisposition to
be."
Foster stressed that homosexuality is not abnormal, it is not
deviant and it is not an error or
genetic mistake.
"If we discover for certain that
homosexuality is genetic, and we
are heading in that direction, does

that mean that society in general
is going to be more accepting of
homosexual lifestyles? Probably
not," Foster said. "Some people
may find more comfort in knowing that there is a biological basis
for homosexuality and parents
will be relieved of the guilt that
something they did caused their
child to be gay."
An interesting aspect to Foster's
speech was hearing that all societies that do statistics have 10 percent of their population being
either homosexual or bisexual.
Foster also spoke about a
Twin" study that was conducted
on a pair of identical twins and a
set of fraternal twins. If one of the
identical twins was gay, then
there would be a 56 percent
chance that the other twin would
be gay as well.
More research has been done
on gay males and there is not as

GRADING:

SGA wants
serious look
at proposal
From The Front
the phis/minus grading scale." Of
students, 76 percent had the same
results.
Those numbers are based on
two days of surveys that sought
150 opinions on campus. Nick
Bertram, SGA president said that
its goal was to have not more than
a 4 percent error for the survey,
which is ongoing.
Michalik also pointed out other
problems—not many students
even understand the change.
The most frustrating part of
this for me is having to answer
students' questions of why the
plus/minus scale was implemented," she said.
After
the
Student
Government's meeting Tuesday.
Michalik said the SGA wanted the
Faculty Senate to take the
research and look at it more seriously, especially since the SGA

Kevin Martin/Progress
SGA i Nick Bertram and Erin Michalik sit through the Faculty Senate
meeting before presenting Senate's findings on the plus/minus system.

research included a diverse sampling of students and since the
university had done away with its
open admissions policy.
"Since we've gotten rid of it,
that seems like that ought to get
rid of the problem." she said.
Michalik also wants faculty
concerns about grade inflation to
be addressed.
"I would like to convince some

of those people that it's not a
problem," she said.
Michalik and the SGA are
ready for the long haul, especially
if it means that the effects before
and after the plus/minus system
can be studied and since the SGA
realizes any change will come
slowly.
"I know it's not going to
change this semester." Michalik

SUBSTANCE: Protocol issued for packages
From The Front
substance was sent to the Kentucky
State Police, but he wasn't certain.
KSP Sgt. Dave Hoffman told The
Progress Monday he had no knowledge of the incident but if a biohazard chemical sample were to be collected, it would be sent to the forensic KSP crime lab in Frankfort
"We've tested over 200
(anthrax-related) cases (in
Kentucky)," Hoffman said. "All
have come back negative."
A representative from the KSP
crime lab said it does not have the
machinery to test potential biohazard substances, noting substances to be tested are sent to
the Department of Health
Services, also stationed in
Frankfort. The Department of
Health Services did not return
Progress phone calls.
Freeland said no other safety
precautions were taken due to the
fact the substance was found in two
areas, which he believed to be
l

*

sugar or salt a customer had spilled.
Freeland said ARAMARK.
Eastern's food service provider,
provided Eastern's dining services
with a list of guidelines should
there be a potential biohazard
threat However, he said Monday
he wasn't sure where the guidelines were exactly and if the guidelines were available to the public.
The guidelines suggested things
such as making sure students and
employees are safe and contacting
the proper authorities, Freeland
said. These are the only guidelines
the food court should follow in
instances such as this, he said.
Lemons said Public Safety is
required to follow a set of specific
guidelines. For instance, those
who might be exposed to a chemical substance should shower,
wash hands with hot water and
soap, seal exposed clothes, go to
the hospital to be tested, etc.
The
Madison
County
Emergency Management Agency
said they did not have enough

information to comment on the
situation or how it was handled.
Several organiza: >ns have
issued warnings to educate the
community about the anthrax scare.
Wynn Walker, assistant director of the Division of Public
Safety, issued a bulletin to all
Public Safety personnel Oct. 16.
The subject of the bulletin was a
"protocol for calls concerning suspicious mail or packages that may
contain bioterrorism items."
The bulletin said if someone
reports a suspicious package.
Public Safety personnel should:
■ Tell the person to leave the
item alone and have persons in
the area get back from it
■ Tell the person or persons not
to touch or smell a package that
contains a powder.
■ Tell the person or persons possibly exposed to wash the affected
area on the body thoroughly with
warm water and soap if they have
gotten the powder on themselves
or someone else.

much research done on gay
females.
In homosexual males, there
are five genetic markers that tend
to show. These markers are determined through DNA The DNA is
manipulated and treated with different techniques and then scientists run it on what is called a
"gel".
The gel allows the band patterns in the DNA to be displayed.
These bands can indicate anything from the presence of a gene
for cancer or the presence of a
gene for homosexuality.
Foster said that the general
consensus is that homosexuality
is 50 percent genetically determined and that with more extensive research in the area, genetics
will eventually be determined to
be the main factor that causes
homosexuality in men and
women.
said. "It could take a whole year."
Faculty Senate President Pam
Schlomann agrees.
"There was very intense
debate on it before, and there will
probably be intense debate
again," Schlomann said Tuesday.
Schlomann said she'd like the
opportunity to look at data specifically from Eastern, before and
after the plus/minus system. She
complimented the SGA's work,
which she called "a strong plea
and forceful report."
"SGA did a wonderful job," she
said. They're obviously very passionate about it"
But Faculty Senator Dorothy
Carter, a professor in the department of foreign languages and
humanities.
thinks
the
plus/minus system is a good solution for grade inflation.
"I think maybe people haven't
thought about what the alternatives are," Carter said. Carter,
who voiced her questions during
the Senate's Monday meeting,
said that in her classes, there had
been no complaints about the system. She feels that if professors
clearly outline what their grading
scale is, they should have no
problems.
"Grade inflation is national,"
Carter said.

MAI1R00M:

Colleagues
give each
other support
From The Front
first mail run is at 9 a.m., and
the second is at 1 p.m.
Vice
President
for
Administration Doug Whitlock
said the mailroom is using
standard national definitions of
what constitutes suspicious
mail, and that all the mailroom
workers have been instructed
to call public safety if they spot
suspicious mail *
Whitlock sent a memorandum to the university community Oct. 16 outlining how to
handle suspicious mail. His
guidelines included information available at the U.S. Postal
Service's
Web
site,
www.usps.com.

projects, but Eastern would pay
for the bonds.
The minor projects include the
expansion and renovation of the
Presnell Building, expansion of
the indoor tennis facility, purchase and renovation of property
and the updating of several computing systems.
The Council also recommended a little more than a 4 percent
increase in Eastern's operating
budget for both years of the 20022004 biennium.
"We're on the phis side," said
Ken Johnston, vice president of
finance. "We fared quite well, I
think."
Western received larger
increases because the university
met its enrollment goals and
Eastern did not The Council and
the universities established the
goals.
Eastern received $755,000 in
enrollment and retention funds
this year, but since the university
did not meet its enrollment goals,
it will not get half of mat money.
When Glasser made her requests
to the Council, she included a special funding request for that
money. The Council denied the
request
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QUOTE Qf the WEEK
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I thought I would go ahead and let her
(Joanne Glasser) select her own team.
— Dee CockrilU. who resigned from her position as vice
president of student affairs Monday on why she decided to
leave now. See Front.

»
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DenaTacfcett.

Plus/minus
is nothing
but negative
If most people agree that something sucks, then it should be
done away with, right? That's exactly what the Student
Government Association is trying to do with the new
plus/minus grading system, and the group is on the right track.
When the whole plus/minus system was conceived a couple
of years ago, the thought was that it would curb grade inflation.
That was the main and only concern. The group that pushed for
its passage didn't think about some of the bad things associated
with its inception.
First, it can only hurt the good students. You see, the
plus/minus system can help those who will rise from a C to a
C+ or B-, but what about those who usually get straight As? All
it can do is hurt their GPAs. That shouldn't be what a university
tries to do. Those people who make the good grades should not
be penalized so the underachievers can be rewarded.
Second, it puts a lot of extra work on the professors. Each
professor had to put the new grading scale on the syllabus and
actually follow it
The SGA has spent the entire semester working on a proposal to do away with the new grading system. The group surveyed
students and faculty, and both showed that they disapproved of
the system.
Eastern is the only one of Kentucky's eight public universities to go by the plus/minus system. Others have tried it and
done away with it Eastern should do the same.

► newsquiz
OK, boys and girls. It's time to test
your knowledge of what's going
on at Eastern. If you don't know
the answers, dont worry. Just go to
www.progress.eku.edu and you can
cheat

^ The Student
fj| m Government
\\\ Association is trying
^P^ to do away with what
on campus?
a) plus/minus grading
b) roaches in residence halls
c) Greek Row
^^0\ Eastern has formed
c% \ its own task force to
*** > complete:
a) implementation of the Banner
computer system.
b) the new Business and
Technology Building.
c) the Buck Study.
The university hosts
LAN parties as part
of First Weekend
activities. What does
LAN stand for?
a) local area network
b) lots 'a nerds
c) laptop accessible network

Michael Kotora/Progress

Specific guidelines needed for emergencies
Eastern's Division of Public Safety
responded to a call of a powdery substance found in the Fountain Food Court
Thursday afternoon. The substance was found
in two locations in the food court, but was
determined to be sugar.
David Freeland, senior director of dining
services, told The Progress the two areas the
substance was found — near Sombrero's and a
few feet away from Sombrero's near a garbage
can — were sectioned off to protect employees
and students. However, Freeland said there
were no other safety measures taken, because
the substance was not believed to be biohazardous.

Eastern received guidelines from its food service provider, ARAMARK, in the case of a biohazard, Freeland said. He said the guidelines
suggest things such as making sure its employees and students are protected and contacting
the proper authorities. However, Freeland said
this is the only procedure the food court is to
follow in the event of a biohazard.
With the recent anthrax cases and scares
throughout the nation, Eastern should make
sure it protects students and faculty. While the
food court did the right thing by sectioning off
the area and contacting public safety, more
caution should have been taken in the way the
situation was handled.

What if the substance found in the food
court had turned out to be anthrax? Shouldn't
the building have been evacuated or the
Emergency Management Agency contacted?
Kevin Maron/Progress
It's important the food court employees didn't
blow the situation out of proportion and cause
This boy is:
panic, but nevertheless, it's better to be safe
than sorry.
a) a fan at Eastern's
Eastern needs to have a set procedure if
$ basketball game
something similar were to happen in the
Monday night
b) leading the crowd in cheers.
future. Specific safety measures need to be
taken and enforced anytime students' or facul- c) shouting at basketball
referees.
ty's lives might be in danger. Otherwise, this
opens the door for future biohazard threats to
be viewed as unimportant

► campuscomments
The Student Government Association tvants to review the plus/minus system. Photographer Audi Lindenmayer asked students whether they liked the new grading scale.

nwiwiown

Burkesville
Community
health education
Year: Senior

The new grading
system is bad for
seniors because
we have been on
the old system
for three years
and now it
changes. It
makes our
transcripts
look odd.

Corrections and
juvenile justice

Idon'tHkeit
because a) it
makes it too
difficult to
raise your
GPA, and b) it
is too subjective. It isn't
standardized.
Basically, it
sucks.

YMT

Sophomore

MEGAN
GAMPHER
B^^

II.,..,-.,..-,
IMIMIUHII.

Wilmington.
Ohio
Ma**:
Recreational
therapy
tomr.
Sophomore

MELISSA

The
plus/minus
system is a
poor attempt
to correct the
larger issues
at hand within
the university.

Hocnetowtv
Lake Villa. III.
Major: Forensic
science
Yaar. Freshman

I don't like the
new grading
system because
I heard it will
lower people's
GPAs.

m
Louisville
Major: General
business
Ysar: Junior

I think it will
motivate people to work
harder, but in
me long run, it
won't benefit
students
because their
grades will be
lower.
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My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be emailed to
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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CAMPUS REACTS

Don't let terror
stop normal,
daily routines
As resident coordinator of Commonwealth Hall,
I would like to take this opportunity to clarify
some misunderstandings raised by Kevin
Howard in his article "Commonwealth Hall's priority should be fixing the elevators," published last
Thursday.
Mr. Howard refers to Commonwealth Hall as
"Commonfilth." It pains me to
hear any resident of my hall
refer to their college home as
"Commonfilth." I encourage
residents who truly find their
living conditions substandard
to meet with me in my office. I
find the name Commonwealth
to be appropriate for a college
dormitory. Perhaps one could
argue that the name means
"wealth of the commoner" or
"wealth shared by all."
However, for those creative
residents who must attach a
nickname to Commonwealth
Hall, I challenge you all to find
something that embraces the
positive aspects here, both in
the environment surrounding
you and in your peers.
Mr. Howard's main concern
about Commonwealth Hall
^—^——appears to be the elevators.
Mr. Howard says that persons
have urinated and vomited in
the elevators. Yes, it is true that some ill-mannered
individuals have sometimes used the elevators in
this foul way, and it is true that cameras have been
installed to perhaps deter these actions. Again, if
any person is witness to this inappropriate behavior
in the elevators, please speak with me in my office
to improve and ensure the quality of our home.
Mr. Howard then states that he has heard of a
"trick"—that if someone hits the elevator in a certain section, the elevator will hitch and open its
doors between floors. Mr. Dean Howard of DC.
Elevator Repair, who is currently contracted for all
the elevator maintenance and repair here at
Eastern, has proven that this "trick" is impossible to
perform. Both computers and mechanisms (actual
physical metal locks) prevent the elevator doors
from opening between floors. The only exception is
if the doors are forced open.
Mr. Howard then bemoans the speed of the elevators in Commonwealth Hall, stating that he must
leave for his morning class ten minutes early. To

this I can only ask Mr. Howard and indeed all residents to show a little patience. There are over 500
residents and only three elevators. If the elevators
do not move quickly enough, might I suggest die
stairs?
Mr. Howard argues that "the maintenance on
these elevators has slacked just a little bit." This
could not be further from the
truth. AD elevators on campus,
including those in
Commonwealth, are serviced fully
twice monthly. According to Mr.
Dean Howard, about 30 percent of
his work here on campus is maintenance. This maintenance occurs
in addition to the complete check
of any elevator after any act of
vandalism has occurred, accounting for about 50 percent of elevator repair. The final 20 percent of
elevator repair is expected upkeep
due to normal elevator use. The
oil that Mr. Howard found leaking
would be repaired during this
time. As a side note, contrary to
what Mr. Howard has published
in his article, all the fans in the
elevators work.
Finally, Mr. Howard
accuses Commonwealth Hall
employees, in the event of an elevator malfunction, of simply turning the elevator off and allowing
the problem to "fix itself." A member of
Commonwealth Hall staff (resident assistant, staff
assistant, custodian or resident coordinator) will
NEVER turn off an elevator. We are, quite frankly,
not qualified to do so. What a member of hall staff
will do is report the problem to Physical Plant so
that a member of their staff who is qualified may
shut down the elevator until D.C. Elevator Repair
can be reached and the problem fixed. The time the
elevator is shut down varies; however, the elevator
will remain inoperational until it can be completely
checked and deemed safe for passengers. Again,
passenger safety is our main concern.
Mr. Howard ends his article by wondering "how
bad things have to get before something is done?"
Something, be it a routine check or an intricate
repair, is being done everyday. I hope that I have
been able to reassure Mr. Howard and all passengers of Commonwealth Elevators. We do take the
time to fix the elevators, and to correct misconceptions as well.

COREY HALL
My Turn

Corey Hall is a
junior journalism
major from Knott
County. He is the
assistant sports
editor tor The
Progress.

JERRY Sun?
My rum
Jerry Shipp is the director of Commonwealth HaH.
He is a Human Services major from Frankfort, Ind.

So what's going on in this world anyway? Every time I pick up a newspaper, read an Internet column or
watch TV, all I see are signs of trouble
ahead.
As a college student, all I can expect
when I graduate is a good paying job. Due
to the events of Sept. 11, all of us can no
longer expect anything. Osama Bin Laden
and his band of thugs have taken away
that sense of normalcy that so many of us
grew up with.
Terrorists strike a fear in this country
that not even the Soviet Union did during
the Cold War period. They can strike at
any time, anywhere, without any kind of
warning. No one knows when or where
they will strike next.
I mean, look at what they have done.
Almost every business in the nation and
around the World is reporting heavy losses and massive job cuts since Sept. 11.
The airlines and the mail service are asking Congress for billions of dollars to
improve safety and to rebuild their reputations, forcing the United States and world
economy into a steady decline.
I don't mean to sound like the terrorists have won or anything, but they have
succeeded in one of their goals — to disrupt the everyday lives of Americans. But
we can change all of that just as quickly
as they changed all of us.
Fear is the reason what they set out to
do is working. We are afraid to spend our
money, because we don't know how
secure the future will be. This in turn
makes the economy bad. We are afraid to
fly (with good reason), because we aren't
sure if we will land. This in turn forces airlines to cut thousands of jobs and put the
country in greater debt by asking the government to bail them out. Now we are
even afraid to open our mail. Who would
have ever thought it would have come to
this?
Everyone knows it's hard to get the
events of Sept. 11 out of our minds, and
for most of us, we probably never will. But
it is important for us to handle this situation correctly, or the work of those before
us will be for naught. We need to show
those who hate us so much that nothing
they can do can bring this country to its
knees. Anyway, why should we be scared
of someone who is afraid to been seen,
someone who hides in a cave?
I can't wait for the day to come when I
can get out of bed and turn the TV on and
the first channel I think of isn't CNN.
Before Sept 11,1 don't think I even knew
what CNN was. Now, I don't think a day
has gone bywhere I haven't watched it,
hoping'to see an end to this "battle for
freedom."
When the war does end, I hope we
don't kill bin Laden, but we capture him.
Bring him to America; buy him some nice
American flag pajamas to wear to bed
every night. And force him to sing the
national anthem when he wakes every
morning. Now you talk about fear—that's
scary.

Health services encourages campus to get flu vaccinations
*4.
PRADEEPBOSE
My Turn
Prabeep Bose is
a physician at
the Student
Health Services
Center.

Once again, with the arrival of winter, we brace for the
emergence of the influenza virus. During the spring.
summer and fall seasons, it lives among us, producing
mild infection in a few selected individuals; however, it begins
to assume epidemic stature with the onset of cold weather,
when people are forced together in closed spaces.
It is very contagious, and races through a community, affecting first those who are more active socially, for example, those
with greater interpersonal interactions, e.g., school children. It
later affects those less exposed by virtue of their relative isolation, e.g., the elderly in nursing homes and inmates in jail.
Once within the confines of these closely packed communities,
however, it spreads rapidly from one individual to the next
The virus spreads via contact with contaminated respiratory
secretions through a cough or sneeze, or directly through a
handshake. Therefore, avoiding the company of sick people
and meticulous hand washing should help isolate this contagion. The onset of symptoms is dramatic and sudden after a
fairly short incubation period of two to four days.
The influenza virus first attacks the lining of the respiratory
tract from the nose and throat down to the trachea (windpipe)
and bronchi, producing an irritated, dry throat and nose, a nonproductive cough and a burning chest sensation deep to the
breast bone.
Other symptoms include fever to 102-103 degrees with
chills, a throbbing headache in the forehead region, reddened
and burning lining of the eyes with overall tenderness, diffuse
body aches and generally feeling miserable. Appetite is generally down, and nothing tastes good. Gastrointestinal symptoms of
nausea, vomiting and/or diarrhea are not typical features; sore
throat is not a significant complaint These symptoms last no
more than seven to ten days, and fever subsides after three to
four days. The average, healthy person recovers fully without
any long-term reoccurrence, though a few weeks of fatigue may

linger in some cases.
However, the elderly and those with underlying heart disease - especially mitral valvular heart disease, or lung disease
such as emphysema, and women in the third trimester of pregnancy are more susceptible than the general population to the
development of pneumonia due to the influenza virus. Influenza
viral pneumonia is most often fatal, and it is fortunate that its
occurrence is rare.
In addition, the debilitated, the malnourished, the very
young and the elderly, women late in pregnancy and even a few
healthy individuals could also develop bacterial pneumonia
after a bout of the flu, as a complication of the viral illness.
These individuals will benefit from hospitalization, antibiotic
therapy and supplemental oxygen.
Since a virus causes true influenza, antibiotics, designed to
kill bacteria, are totally ineffective. Antiviral agents, such as
Amantadine and Relenza, which act by interfering with the
replication of the virus, are used to reduce the severity and
duration of the illness.
The best preventive measure available to protect oneself
against the influenza virus, that is, besides not coming into contact with persons sick with the flu is the "flu vaccine." The vaccines use influenza virus particles that are grown in chicken
embryos, harvested, inactivated with formaldehyde, and further
rendered harmless by chemical disruption of the virus particles. The antigens on the surface of viral particles however, are
left intact and are used to coax the immune system into producing specific antibodies that stand ready to recognize and
neutralize any viral intruders. Since the virus undergoes spontaneous mutation, virtually changing its antigenic appearance,
each year a different flu vaccine has to be prepared, with that
year's virus in mind.
Since it takes at least two weeks to stimulate the immune
cells into producing adequate levels of circulating antibodies,

and since the flu season in the Western Hemisphere runs from
December to March, it is best to take the flu vaccine in the late
October to early November.
Generally, anyone over the age of 50 should receive the
annual flu vaccine, but it is especially important for those of any
age with chronic or debilitating illnesses. These include diabetics, those with anemia, those with a weakened immune system,
or those with heart lung or kidney disease. In addition, nursing home residents and women past their first trimester of
pregnancy should be immunized. Lastly, hearth care workers
exposed to people at high risk for influenza should receive the
vaccine. For information on vaccine availability, cost and hours
of administration, please call the Student Health Services,
Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at ext 21761.
Those who cannot take the flu vaccine for whatever reason,
allergy to eggs or reaction to the preservative Thimerosal, but
need prophylactic protection, can be given regular, daily doses
of Amantadine through the flu season. Many other viral, and
some bacterial, infections can mimic the true flu. These are
called flu-like illnesses, producing symptoms of body aches,
fevers, chills, headaches, nasal congestion, runny nose, sore
throat and even nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. We do not generally have vaccines that guard against all of them; and most
will respond to supportive measures with rest and fluids and
symptomatic treatment with Tylenol, gargles, warm fluids and
decongestants.
Bacterial infections often will need antibiotics. Your doctor at
Student Health Services will select the one best suited for you.
Lastly, if you do suspect that you have the True flu," do not
take aspirin. In children at least the use of aspirin to treat flu
symptoms has led to an increase in the incidence of Reyes
Syndrome.
The staff at Student Health Services wishes everyone a flufree winter.

,

Corrections
The prerequisite for SWK 210, Introduction to Social Work, was listed incorrectly in the Nov. 1 issue of The Progress. The prerequisite h P8Y 200.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and correctkai as needed on
the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday before
publication on Thursday.

What should the university do about plus/minus grading?
Will keeping the new 12-point system affect students' grades
negatively?
Join the discussion by visiting www.easternprogress.com and
logging onto our MESSAGE BOARD.
\
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'For us, it's a way of life*
Veterans say it's not about recognition, glory
Bv DBU TACXETT

mm

I don't
look to be
congratulated or
recognized for
my military '
service.

Phillip Hathorn didn't join the
military to win medals. He didn't
do it for dory or pats on the back.
No, the second-generation military veteran did it because he
wanted to; the same reason all of
his brothers and sisters joined.
"I don't look to be congratulated or recognized for my military
service," Hathorn said. "I did it
freely, because I love this country.
I love everything about the
American way of life."
Now the 29-year-old junior
police studies major wants to go
back into the Army on active duty,
just as he did straight out of high
school He already served seven
and a half years in Germany and
Bosnia in the 1990s.
"For us it's a way of life,"
Hathorn said. "It's something that
we wanted to do."
Hathorn is not alone. There
are many veterans on campus,
and the university will honor
them at halftime at the football
game Saturday.
Other veterans, like Phillip
Johnson, believe it is hard for the
average American to understand
how military men and women live.
"I don't think other people
know what we went through for a
good cause," Johnson said. "You
just had to have been there to
know."
Johnson, a Keene Hall custodian with facilities services, was a
U.S. Navy mechanic who served
in Cuba, Florida, Bermuda and
Sicily in the 70s and '80s.
Johnson, 42, was honorably discharged in 1982.
Jason Perkins, 32, went into
the Army at the age of 18. He
served in Hawaii, Korea and
trained soldiers at Fort Jackson.
Perkins got out of the Army in
1995 and came to Eastern to
major in history teaching.
Perkins said he doesn't think
enough recognition is given to
veterans.
"As a whole, do we honor the
people who lay down their lives so
we can live the way we live?
Absolutely not," Perkins said.
This year maybe it will be a little
different"
Perkins, who was in Korea during the Gulf War, said there was
as much respect for those who
were not directly involved in the
war.
Those are the kind of people
who may not get the recognition,
because they are not the ones in
the limelight," Perkins said.
They're not the pilots dropping
the bombs. They're not the ones

Pertdna

We're at war
with individuals
and small
groups, and
that's radically
different from
what we've done
in the past.

Collins

Those guys
(working at
home during war)
you don't see on
the media. You
don't see people
praising them.

Kevin MarfinProgress
Johnson is an employee at Eastern and a Navy veteran. In the
70s and '80s he was stationed at Cuba, Florida, Bermuda and Sicily.

on the ground capturing the
enemy. But, these are the guys
that make it happen."
Harold Collins, 38, served from
1985 to 1991 in the Air Force. He
is a veteran of the Gulf War.
All four men said they would
attend the football game Saturday.
The four also said Veteran's
Day will be different this year
because of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
This attack has been like no
other terrorist threat to the
United States or any other country in the world," Hathorn said.
Hathorn remembers vividly
where he was when he realized
the country was under attack
Sept. 11. He was sitting on his
couch going over notes for a test
he would have later that day.
"When the news flashed on, I
couldn't believe it," Hathorn said.

The first thing that came to mind
was, This is far too coordinated;
this is not just some radical
mjacking a plane and forcing the
pilot to fly into a building.' The
first thing that came to mind was
state-sponsored terrorists."
Perkins said all the questions
asking if the government knew
the attacks were coming or if the
government could have prevented
it are irrelevant
"Realistically, if our government had stepped in a month
beforehand and said. There's
going to be this terrorist attack;
we're going to tighten down security,' people would have been
absolutely screaming that their
personal rights and their civil liberties had been violated," Perkins
said.
Hathorn and Perkins disagree
on how the public is handling the

war. Hathorn said he is glad
Americans aren't demanding too
much information that could hinder missions, while Perkins
believes too many questions are
being asked.
"I think there's got to be some
degree of understanding with the
American public — they need to
comprehend that maybe the lives
of those people who are going to
do this action are more important
than the American public having
full disclosure of everything,"
Perkins said. There's some
things that it's better they don't
know."
Each of the four veterans
agree that the government has
handled the war well, even
though it is a very different kind
of war.
Hathorn, who recently gave a
speech in class on the subject,
talked about how different this
war is than any other.
This is another eye-opener
for us because of the fact it is an
unconventional war," Hathorn
said. "If there is one lesson we
learned from Vietnam, it's that
we cannot fight an unconventional war with conventional
troops,"
Perkins said he believed the
main difference was that America
is not fighting against a specific
country.
"We're at war with individuals
and small groups, and that's radically different from what we've
done in the past," Perkins said.
"So if s got to be approached completely differently."
Collins stressed that although
the people who took down the
plane in Pennsylvania before it
could get to Washington, D.C.,
are regarded as heroes, that other
people on the planes mat crashed
into the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon could have
done the same thing.
There were more heroes out
there, I think," Collins said.
Collins spoke of other heroes,
like the ones who stay behind
when troops are deployed to
make sure there are enough supplies to fight the war. He said
when he was sent to the Gulf
War, he left a shop at his base
manned by 50 soldiers. All but
four were deployed, but those
four kept the shop running.
Those guys you don't see on
the media," Collins said. "You
dont see people praising them."
The men mentioned that the
hardest part of being on active
duty is leaving families behind.
When Hathorn was in Bosnia,
he only got to talk to his family
one time in two months That conversation, held on a satellite

'.1
unM Saturday. Campus
Veterana RecoanMton
; to honor the more
100 faculty and
800 student veterana on
campus and at the extended campuses. Ptaosoards
were placed in offices
where veterans work.
Tomorrow: At 10 am., the
Kentucky bate Polos at
Post 7 beside the Alumni
Cosssum Lot wM host a
Nag raising, ceremony for
i and serving
p The Employee
RecognMon Committee wW
host a tasgate party for fee
u*y and staff veterans and
Student Government Association wit sponsor
one for student veterans
from 10 am. to noon
before the Eastern v.
Samford footbal game.
These veterans wfl receive
a free ticket to enter In a
drawing for prizes donatsd
by campus organizations
and department and ana
businesses. The tickets w«
be avasabie at toe wsloonv
Ing table of the facuNy/stsff
table during tatgaUng.
These veterans also W be
brought onto the flaw for
recognition during heMkne
of the game.

Khone, lasted about 30 seconds,
Matt
Although underappreciated,
Hathorn said he has faith in the
military, which he referred to
as "the best military in the
world."
His advice to those worrying
about the war or the future: "Just
five your fife day to day. Enjoy it
while you've got it"
Editor's note: The Eastern
Progress and the campus chapter
of the Society of Professional
Journalists invited student, faculty and staff veterans to share
their thoughts on current events
and upcoming Veterans Day. For
a full transcript of the interview,
visit our Web site at www.eastemprogress.com.
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The Eastern football
team takes on Samford
at home this week. Will
the Colonels leash the
Bulldogs on
Saturday?/B7
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Eastern coaches and counselors have been dealing with eating and exercise
disorders in athletes, especially in women, for decades. New information has
helped them identify and combat these destructive behaviors.
Ea
Eastern track and cross country Coach Richard Erdmann can
until a goal weight is reached. If it gets to the point the athlete is at
remember
the first time 20 years ago when he realized one of his
r
risk of serious injury from exercise, she is asked to leave the team.
/female athletes had an eating disorder. While attending a track
Erdmann has been forced in the past to do this.
meet in Florida, one of his athletes approached him about problems
"We try to get help through the parents, but sometimes the
she was having with her hotel roommate. She said her roommate had
parents don't want to recognize there's a problem," Erdmann
eaten a chicken sandwich at 10 p.m. and men retreated to the bathsaid.
room for several hours.
Low bone
He found that in most situations the woman is an academ"I don't want her to be my roommate anymore," the woman told
density,
Irregular or
ic and athletic overachiever. The parents often put an enorher coach. She said the trips to the bathroom were keeping her up leading to bone
absent
mous amount of pressure on their child to succeed.
all night
fragility and
menstrual
"Sometimes I feel like my goal was to stabilize these
Erdmann remembers just being astounded. But what he
fractures
periods
girls," Erdmann said about athletes who came from such
was hearing about was to become a national problem especially
home environments.
among athletes involved in gymnastics, swimming, ballet,
Erdmann expressed a need for an assistant female
wrestling, bodybuilding, jockeying, rowing, diving, figure skatcrosscountry coach. He gets frustrated when he can't
ing and long distance running.
A recognized syndrome
monitor the athletes like he wishes he could.
Most people know a little about the eating disorders
that consists of three distinct
"I've never had a female assistant in the 20 years
anorexia and bulimia. We think that it occurs mostly in
but interrelated conditions
I've been coaching women," Erdmann said. "If s the
women who have low self-esteem, and struggle with
only female sport without a female assistant"
depression and anxiety. The victims believe that by being
Erdmann tries to tell his female athletes not to
really thin they will someday be pretty, successful and
stereotype the perfect crosscountry body as being
Disordered eating
desirable.
super thin.
But now there's a different group of people with
Bulimia, anorexia, Dinging, poor nutritional behaviors
"I encourage the women to eat a balanced
eating disorders who feel their goal is more concrete
diet and have a positive body image. Distance
and obtainable. They are athletes, both men and
runners have all different body types," Erdmann
women, who feel they can win the trophy, take home Source: NCAA
said. "With young women there's a Gne line
the team championship or earn a good athletic
between a good physical body and doing damscholarship if only they shed a couple more pounds.
Anorexia Nervosa and Related Eating Disorders, Inc. reports mat a study of 695 age to the body."
male and female athletes found many examples of bulimic attitudes and behavior.
A third of the group was preoccupied with food and about a quarter binge
Athletes with eating disorders can also be men. The sport where most of the
ate at least once a week. Fifteen percent thought they were overweight when they
problems occur is in wrestling. In the latter part of 1997, three college wrestlers
were not
In mis same study, 5.5 percent vomited to feel better after a binge and to died while trying to lose weight
ANRED reports these athletes were going to school in North Carolina,
control weight Almost 4 percent abused laxatives and twelve percent fasted for
Wisconsin and Michigan. Two of the young men were wearing rubber suits in
24 hours or more after a binge. One and half percent used enemas to purge.
The NCAA also conducted a similar study and found that 93 percent of hot rooms. One died of kidney failure and heart malfunction. The other sucreported eating disorders were in women's sports. The sports that had the cumbed to cardiac arrest after he refused to drink liquids after exercising.
highest number of participants, in descending order, were women's cross One was trying to lose four pounds, the other six.
Men are protected somewhat by their basic biology. Men tend to have
country, women's gymnastics, women's swimming and women's track and
more lean muscle tissue and less body fat than women do. Men have highfield events.
Identifying athletes with eating disorders is especially difficult because er metabolic rates as well, and burn calories faster.
Women carry more body fat than men, have slower metabolisms and
the sports world often defines as normal, and even praiseworthy, questionable behaviors that enable the eating disordered athlete to escape smaller frames.
Erdmann said he has not seen eating disorders among the men he's
detection and avoid treatment
These three major factors listed on ANRED's Web site make it coached. However, he did note that international students from Africa
often have trouble with weight when they come to Eastern.
hard to detect an athlete with an eating disorder
"They tend to gain weight, no matter how much they run,"
■ Excessive exercise is not just accepted in the sports world, it is
Erdmann said. He said the change to a fatty American diet is the
praised and admired.
■ Even behaviors like fasting and vomiting are accepted in some main cause.
Melissa Cozart, counselor at Eastern's counseling center, said
sports and dance schools as part of the normal routine.
■ Athletes are assumed to be superbly healthy because they can statistically men don't have as much of a problem with eating disorders. However, she believes the numbers of men with eating
spectacularly outperform the average person.
disorders is much higher than the statistics show.
Men are less likely to report they have an eating disorder and
Erdmann has coached Eastern's cross country for 22 years and doctors are less likely to diagnose an eating disorder in a man,
even if the symptoms are present Cozart said.
women's crosscountry for 20 years.
"At the time I started, there wasn't a lot of information about this
■MrteMfr
problem with women," Erdmann said. "It's amazing the things we
Treatment for eating disorders involves a team approach. A physidid for a long time that were harmful."
When he was given the newly created women's cross country cian, psychiatrist, mental health therapist, dietitian, family therapist
team Erdmann had them training much like the men. He admits he and group therapist are often all involved to discover the victim's
ran them twice a day for too many miles. In 1981 he started with six underlying problems and treat the resulting medical problems.
With an athlete suffering from an eating disorder, the coach must be
women, who all ended up with injuries, including stress fractures.
"I realized it was more physically difficult for women," Erdmann involved with the treatment team. If the coach doesn't know what's going
said. He began cross training with activities like water aerobics. He cut on, he can unintentionally sabotage progress. Also, the coach is a powerthe training program back and didn't require as many miles. Erdmann also ful influential figure in most athletes' lives and can help reassure the athlete about her position on the team.
, discontinued the practice of weighing in.
A coach often has support staff to help her deal with an athlete with an
' Erdmann was launched quickly into the world of athlete-related eating
eating disorder. But what if you're the athlete's roommate, teammate or famidisorders.
One year he had an athlete who obsessively over-exercised and was ly member — how can you help the person you care about?
Cozart said the greatest virtue a friend must have is patience.
bulimic to the point she was losing the enamel on her teeth.
"Let people know you're supportive and opt judgmental," Cozart said. "Don't
He would ask her every Monday morning how many miles she ran over
get discouraged if the person acts defensive, that's natural."
the weekend. She would always tell him an acceptable eight to 10 miles.
Whether your friend is an athlete or not, dealing with their eating disorder can
Erdmann believed her, until he received a phone call one day from her
be confusing and emotionalrunning companion. The athly painful. It's very difficult
lete had actually been running
for a person to break free
two and half hours, over 20
from an eating disorder. Even
miles, on her days off.
if she wants to, the behavior
"If you run seven and eight
has often become uncontrolmiles a day and don't take in
lable.
enough calories, you're going to
"It's like an old comforthave lots of problems," Erdmann
able couch you need to throw
said.
away but you don't, even though
Erdmann feels one of the
Cardiac arrhythmia
you need to," Cozart said.
pressures that results in eating disorCozart is developing an eating
ders is that in Kentucky, middle school
-*r and increased risk of
disorder task force that will debut at
students compete along with high
Eastern next semester. Johnda
cardiac arrest
school students. A couple of years ago, 1 f
F ^^ %
Wireman, an athletic trainer, and Paula
Also:
a fifth grader won the high school cross
May from the department of family and
country championship.
s- Muscle
* Severe dehydration consumer science are also members of
The younger, pre-adolescent girls tend to
the task force.
perform much better than the older girls
weakness and loss
and fatigue
The task force will encourage stuwhose bodies have changed significantly
* Electrolyte
dents to have a healthier attitude about eatduring puberty. Older women get discouring and give advice on healthy weight loss.
aged and quit running, or push their bodies
imbalances
The task force's first planned activity will be a
further to compete with the younger girls.
-^Kidney failure
healthy recipe contest for students.
Several other states have separate middle school
Ultimately, coaches must be aware of
and high school competitions.
the
attitudes
they and their athletes have
This environment is negative for high school
toward weight and winning.
-^/Osteoporosis: low bone density
athletes," Erdmann said. He also noted high physi"Everyone's weight and build is different"
cal activity at a young age could retard developwhich can cause stress fractures
Cozart
said.
"It's unfair for a coach to say you have
ment
to
be
a
certain
weight A healthy weight range is
When a situation with disordered eating arises on
Source: Eating Disorder Referral and Information Center
better."
Erdmann's team, he will limit competition and practice
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Campus-wide convocation in
Brock Auditorium.
7:30 p.m.
Chautauqua Series: "Sustaining
Places: Community and Ecology
in the Global Age" by Timothy
Beatleyin Moore 116.
7:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ in
Pearl Buchanan Theater.

FRIDAY
Giles Gallery Ecuador art exhibit
continues all week.
1:25 p.m.
Student Recital in Room 100 of
the Foster Building.
8 p.m.
Eastern women's basketball vs.
Vanderbuih in Nashville. Tenn.
7 p.m.

Eastern volleyball vs. Wright
State in Dayton. Ohio.
8 p.m.
Krttf McGareyiProgreae
"Oraveetta," a ecutptura on display in trie GHee Gaftary. is a owes
from Ecuador tealured in this month's exnJbtt.

Ecuador Art on display in Giles Gallery
The Giles Gallery is presenting traditional pottery of
Jatumpamba, Ecuador and photographs of the Canari Indians by
Judy Blankenship. The exhibit wul continue until Nov. 16.
The gallery is open Tuesday 3:30 - 6 p.m.; Wednesday 2 - 4:30
pjB.; Thursday, 2 - 4:15 p.m.; Friday. 11:30 - 2 p.m. and Saturday.
3 p.m. The gallery is closed on Sunday and Monday. For
information and future events call 622-8135 or check out
r.art eku.edu/gaDery/gaIl_gil.htmI

TODAY
2 p.m.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, the family
and consumer science honor society, is hosting a talk with two
members of the Child Care
Council of Kentucky, who will
share information about their programs. The program will take
place in the Family Living Center
on the first floor of the Burner
Building.

3:30 p.m.
Comparative Geography of
American and European Cities by
Tun Beatley, associate professor
of planning at the University of
Virginia, will discuss his new
book "Green Urbanism: Learning
from European Cities," as part of
Geography Awareness Week in
Roark203.
5:30 p.m.
Apologetics Bible Study at the
Baptist Student Union.

Faculty Trumpet and Percussion
Recital in Brock Auditorium.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Beth
Howard at 622-1882
or by email at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.
EKU Center for Kentucky History
and Politics lecture series presents "The Veep." Donald
Johnson portrays Alben W.
Barkery, a Kentucky orator and
legislator at the Richmond Area
Arts Center.

SATURDAY
Marching Colonel for a day.
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Eastern football vs. Samford at
Roy Kidd Stadium.

MONDAY
3:30 p.m.
Students will share travel experiences of studying in Ecuador, in
Roark 203 as a part of Geography
Awareness Week.
6:30 p.m.
Eighth annual geography slide
quiz at Moore 100.
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Eastern men's basketball vs. West
Virginia Bombers at McBrayer
Arena.
7:30 p.m.

Get away for the weekend with a
great car at a low rate from Thrifty.

525 Leighway Dr.
Richmond, KY 40475
(859) 626-0533
Thrifty features quaMy products of OaMrterChrysler and other Hue cars.
* kwatt of n»% HwM-Cir Syawn. kit.

Specializing In: Formale. &&c\&\» an<d
>rivate parties
call toaay bctere ctHBaaflaaales •*■■■ •*■»

^^Km* Mout your fc.K -U. «4l«rtfiirlt
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TUESDAY

Electronic Business S;
Computer Sales & Service

11 a.m. - 4 p.m
Study Abroad Fair in Powell
Lobby.

(IntdBotBAN Office Supply)
tttmmtK

3:30 p.m.

"The Headwaters Project:
Students Applying Geography in
Eastern Kentucky" will be presented in Roark 203.

MX I
IHa

■ •*•
-vjC

ZSUm

8 p.m.
"A Night of World Music," a
world percussion recital in Brock
Auditorium.

S

Nightly
Drink
Special*

8 p.m.
CommonGround at BSU.

v-:'

9 p.m.
EKU's PRIDE group in Combs
Room 425.

mights show.'

WEDNESDAY
3:30 p.m.

A good neighbor
introduces himself
when he moves in.
A really good neighbor
throws a party.
1-800-THRIFTYw
www.thrifty.com

►Tap the -Tap"

National Geographic Information
Systems Day in Roark 203.
3:30 p.m

Kentucky Poet Laureate James
Baker Hall and previous
Kentucky Poet Laureate Richard
Taylor will give a joint poetry
reading in the Grand Reading
Room of Crabbe Library.
7 p.m.
Christian Student Fellowship will
meet at the Wesley Foundation.
7:30 p.m.
Westminster
Wallace 326.

Fellowship

at

•

Thurs. Nov. 8 Dreadknot
w/Shugga Daddy
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Sat. Nov. 10: Krimsyn Skurye

THE BOTANY BAY
Hemp Company

All the stuff you loved about
US before...PLUS
Professional Body Piercing & Body Jewelry
New Age Supplies
Huge Selection of Unique Gifts

8 p.m.
EKU guitar ensemble in Brock
Auditorium.

New Location Upstairs
Porter Plaza
tB*»1 Qimiti an mm 0) Pm)

EKU Theatre presents "The
Basset Table" in Gifford Theater.
Admission is $5 for adults and $4
for students.

Hours:
11-7Mon-Sat

623-HEMP

EARL Y BIRD GETS
THE WORM!
Well, EKU Dining Services believes no different!
Sign Up for a Spring 2002 Meal Plan by
December 14,2001 and you can enter to win:

Grand Prize:
Spring Fling
(Round Trip airfare to Orlando, s. 2 tickets to Disney)

1st Prize:
* Gameboy Advance
2nd Prize:
$100 Meal Plan Flex Dollars
Sign up by December 14,2001 you will
receive $10 Meal Plan Flex Dollars

Sign up for Yours today!
"*""FCar Rental

Visit our website
EKUDINING.COM

arts&stuff

Gina Vale, editor

Come on
baby
light my
fire

Thursday. November 8. 2001 ACCGIlt B3

World percussion
concert Tuesday
BvQW-ViMLE
Arts&stuffeditor

BYCEOLSMTTH

Staff writer

During each home football
game there is one special woman
who lights up the stadium with
her pearly whites, but that's not
all she lights the stadium up with.
She plays with fire — literally
Everybody has something that
they can do really well; but not
everybody can take that something, set it on fire and twirl it in
the air.
Ashley Martin, the 19-year-old
sophomore
majorette
for
Eastern's Marching Colonels can
do just mat Martin stands confident in front of the crowd at every
Eastern football home game and
dazzles the onlookers with her
flaming batons, even though if s
only her first year as a Marching
Colonel.
Martin has been twirling baton
since the age of five. Since she is
the only majorette in Eastern's
band, all eyes are on her.
"It's exciting looking up at
everybody in the stands, knowing
that all the attention is on me,"
Martin said.
Martin's mother was sort of an
inspiration to her. She twirled
baton in high school and was a
member of the Lady Bug twirling
team in Lexington. She passed
the skill on to her daughter, and
Martin hasn't looked back since.
While attending Franklin
County High School, Martin was
chosen as Ms. Majorette of
Kentucky four years in a row. She
went to the national twirling com

The African ensemble is open to
aU students. The beginning steel
On Tuesday Nov. 13, Eastern band is open to all students,"
percussionists will take over Koontz said of the half-bour credit
Brock Auditorium and rock the courses.
Tereasa Evans, 21 of Radcliff.
walls with exotic tunes from
has been with the Steel Drum
places a world away.
The members of Eastern's per- Ensemble and African Drum and
cussion ensembles have created a Dance since they first began.
"They are a blast. Steel band
World Music Program which will
involve musical pieces from differ- was hard to learn at first but if s
so much fun. African Drum and
ent cultural backgrounds.
There will be a performance by Dance is a great experience.
the Steel Band, African Drum and Everybody needs to come out and
Dance, the Concert Percussion see it" the music education major
and the newly formed Salsa Band. said.
Evans, who also performed
There will also be a special performance by John Piper, world- yesterday at the Powell square
thinks her involvement in the perrenowned vibraphone player.
cussion ensembles has been a
The percusgreat learning
sion department
^_experience.
has been workKoontz
ing all semester
promises that
on the project.
all of the
the program
The collaborawin be a visution is an imporally pleasing
tant
perfortheatrical peryou may not be
mance of severformance.
al ensemble
familiar with. JJ
Virgina
classes.
Jason
Jason Koontz, Underwood,
director of the
Koontz, percuspercussion instwctor Equal
sion instructor,
Opportunity
said the concert
is to "promote diversity, especially Office, said her office and other
University departments are helpin this time."
The performance will include ing to sponsor this concert in conpercussion instruments of various juction with the World Cultural
cultural backgrounds. The cloth- Events program that began in
ing the musicians and dancers October.
"We wui provide some finger
wear win also be representative of
foods and samples from different
specific cultural sounds.
restaurants that are from the culSomething new to the annual tures
that will be represented in
program is the Salsa Band.
Jason's performance.
"We've been putting it together
The snacks will be provided
outside of class. It consists of during a short intermission.
seven horns and full percussion
"Come see and hear all of the
with piano and bass," Koontz said. different music that you may not
All members of the percussion be familiar with." Koontz sakL
ensembles that will perform are
Cost is $2 for students and $4
for adults. Tickets can be bought
students in Koontz's classes.
"I hope people who come get at the door or at the percussion
to see what programs are offered. studio in the Foster Building.

u

Andi UndenmayerProgress
r—hire twlrier A»tw»y Martin dazzles the crowd at the Homecoming game Oct. 20. Martin has been twirling
since the age of five and is the only baton twiner In the Eastern Marching Band.

petition at Notre Dame University
and finished 10th in the nation.
Martin took a year off of competitive twirling to adjust to
school last year.
During her time off, Martin
taught a group of 4 to 9-year-old
girls, aptly called the Groovy
Girls, the basics of twirling.
Martin found school to suit her
just fine, and decided it was time
to leave her Groovy Girls and
audition for the Marching
Colonels.
A talent of this magnitude
doesn't just happen. Martin practices at least seven hours a week
"My hands get arthritic every
now and then," she confessed.
Martin said she loves twirling
with the Marching Colonels.

Most people don't get to show
their skill off in front of a few hundred people nearly each week.
Since she is the only person moving during "My Old Kentucky
Home," the situation can get pretty tense.
For Martin, any game can get
tense. Especially when your baton
is on fire.
"It's very exciting, but I concentrate on not dropping the
baton. Roy Kidd probably would-'
n't like it too much if the grass
caught on fire," she laughed.
Martin says lots of people twirl
the baton these days, but not
everybody does it well. According
to Martin, it's difficult to make it
look good, and only a few people
know enough about twirling to

toss the flaming baton.
"You have to know how to control the fire so you don't burn
your arm off," she explained.
Martin says her greatest
moment twirling at Eastern
occurred when all her Delta Zeta
sorority sisters came out to support her at Eastern's opening
game this year.
"I was nervous but I'm glad
they came out to support me," she
said.
She understands that people
love to watch the baton fry high in
air and watch her catch it so she
works extra hard making up routines that will please the crowd.
"I love twirling, and people
think it's interesting. It's fun to
show off for people," she laughed.

"The Basset Table" promises laughs
BVQWAVAU

Afts&stuff editor

Women, gambling and matchmaking. Three things you don't
see very regularly grouped
together unless you are reading
Playboy.
But for some members of the
Eastern theater department those
three things are all that have been
riding on their minds, well, minus
the Playboy.
For five weeks now, Jeffrey
Boord-Dill has been working
closely with his cast of 17, practicing and creating set designs and
costumes for the theatre depart-

ment's second production of the
year The Basset Table."
The play, which Boord-Dill is
directing, is "A situation comedy
with quirky characters who we
enjoy watching trying to get out of
the situation," he said.
The Eastern production has
been tweaked from its original
1705 setting to 1810, for costuming and staging purposes. BoordDill said this particular piece was
chosen because "it's heavier on
women roles. In most plays, roles
of women are only halfway
decent This play has good juicy
roles for women and we like to
give the women in our depart-

ment juicy roles."
The play centers around four
couples, all of which have their
own problems in their relationships and personal lives.
Lady Reveller, played by
Rachel Barton, is a gambling
woman whose addiction to gambling threatens her own relation
shp with Lord Worthy, played by
Fonzie Geary, and also spawns
onto other couples relationships.
Lady Reveller, a free and easy
spirit runs a gambling table out of
her uncle's house, where other
couples come to play Basset, a
game of chance.
Without giving the whole plot

POCKETS NEED
STUFFING?

away, three other couples have
their problems with virtues,
morals and gambling. In this
restoration piece, it all works out
in the end.
The play is written very plainly
so that anyone can understand. It
is filled with one-liners and innuendo that will keep the viewer
laughing.
Boord-Dill said this play is best
known for "not being known." But
he wants Eastern students to
understand that "If s a whole hell
of a lot of fun. It's funny! If s not
like a dry dusty old fart, this is
like a fart in a new Volkswagon!"

Photo Submitted
Eastern percussion Instructor Jason Koontz plays during a steel drum
performance rn Powell The ensemble will play on Tuesday In Brock.

The Best Pizza Under One Roof.
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360 EKU Bypass
Serving
Richmond & EKU!
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NOW
HIRING!

PAID IN CASH
DON'T GOBBLE
ABOUT LOOKING
FOR EXTRA
CASH. SERA-TEC
PLASMA CENTER
CAN HELP YOUR
FLATTEN YOUR
WALLET!

MAKE UP TO

$180.00 PER
MONTH WHEN
YOU BECOME A
REGULAR
DONOR!

LOCATED AT 292
SOUTH 2ND STREET
HELP SAVE LIVES
(859)624-9815

LARGE
1 TOPPING

$S.99

+ tax

Campus Only
Student I.D. required

ANY
SPECIALITY
. PIZZA

$9.99

+ tax

Campus Only
Student J;D. required

ANY
2 Liter PEPSI
PRODUCT

$1.00

+ tax

Campus Only
Student _LD. _requ ired

ADD CHEESESTICKS TO YOUR ORDER $1.00
Campus Delivery Only • Student I.D Required

623-2264
Campus delivery or carry out only.
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Sarah Honey, editor

Writing duo publish first book
love oi mystery fiction writing.
Since the 1970s, the two have
published over 500 works under
They are two people, but when different pen names. Many of
they write they are one personali- their works have been published
ty.
in such popular mystery magaThey are English professors zines as EDerty Queen.
Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet.
For three years, in the 1980s,
When you hear one of their they wrote the monthly lead
names, the other is sure to follow. novella for Mike Shane's Mystery
The dynamic duo has been writ- Magazine.
ing together at the university for
Blythe remembers when they
more than 25 years.
had to use typewriters to write
The two com1.000 words a
monly
finish
day for the
each other's sen- "There is
magazine. If
tences
while
they wanted to
thing in there
writing,
and
make copies
while speaking.
they had to
ffer
everybody...
Talking to them,
hand type each
it is easy to forYou would be
one because
get that you are
there were no
talking to two
photocopiers.
people, rather
" W e
ing
it
for
your
than one.
sound like a
Sweet said
couple of old
that even close
but
acquaintances
Hal Blythe, fogies,
scholars today
will sometimes
discussing his book have it so easy
confuse their
•Bloody Ground" compared to
identities.
when we were
"Even mem77 growing up,"
bers of our
Blythe said
department, peoRecently. Blythe and
ple in our hall, will caO him Charlie Sweet received the first copy of
and me Hal," Sweet said pointing their new book. The new book,
out that the two don't even look entitled "Bloody Ground." is a colmuch alike.
lection of mysteries including
Maybe some of the reason some new stories written just for
Blythe and Sweet are confused with the book.
each other is that they have shared
Their book is one of the first of
an office here at the university since its kind: a mystery collection
1974. They have also shared a great based in Kentucky. Many of the
Contributing writer

■ Do you
have a
desperate need
to beef up
your resume?

Steven Richardson/Progress
Hal Btytha and Chart* Swawt published their first book this year through the Jesse Stuart Foundation. The
book "Bloody Ground" is a collection ot mystery stones set in Kentucky.
stories in "Bloody Ground" are
set in such fictitious places as
Clement County, and Tilghman
College. The idea for these madeup places was partly derived from
American
author William
Faulkner's made up County in
Mississippi: Yoknapatawpha.
Many of the characters in the
duo's stories are based on people

The following is an excerpt from the short story "Blind Justice'' in "Bloody Ground:
Stories of Mystery and Intrigue from Kentucky by Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet

BLOODY
GROUND

I

■ Are you
interested in
writing,
photography
or copy
editing?

"Since you must be up and doing, I shall not keep you long."
He pulled out a passport style wallet, removed a photograph, and
handed it to me.
I took in a strikingly beautiful woman. Thick, dark hair, long
and frizzed at the ends. A brown polka-dot dress and a smile as
wide as a havfield. No jewelry, no makeup, no lipstick. Home
grown and corthfed. Miss Eastern Kentucky maybe five years ago.
"Miss Noel," he said. The words spilled out awkwardly as if
from a lawyer making his first appearance in court.
"Your daughter?"
"My wife."
"She's very lovely."
"For the first time today, young man, you have more facility
with speech than I do. Miss Noel is..."
"Your weakness?"
"Yes."
"We all have them."
"My whole career has been buih on never displaying vulnerability." He pulled out a monogrammed handkerchief and blew his
nose — with style. "Christmas was our first anniversary."
"Congratulations."
"I haven't seen my wife since then."

here at the university. However,
both men are quick to point out
that people should not worry
about suddenly appearing in one
of their tales; they always ask permission first to use a likeness.
Sweet said that the title
"Bloody Ground" was a name the
Native Americans gave to
Kentucky. Despite the title,
Blythe assured that the book is
family oriented.
"There is something in there
for everybody ... You would be
totally safe buying it for your
mother," Blythe said
Unlike many past works, the
book was not published under a
pen name. Both the authors
names and photos appear on the
book jacket. Blythe said he hopes
the book will be in area bookstores in time for Christmas.
Between teaching and writing,
most people would be overwhelmed with the duties Blythe
and Sweet have. However, both
men have never missed a day of
work in over 60 combined years.
Many of lunch breaks of those
years were spent writing over
fries and burgers at the Richmond
McDonald's.
The duo used to frequent the
restaurant so much that, in 1981,
they had a plaque mounted on the
McDonald's wall. The plaque
reads:
The Charles Sweet-Hal Blythe
Booth

November 1981
McDonald's of Richmond dedicates
this booth to Charles Sweet and
Hal Blythe /or the endless hours of
creative, literary thought spent
here, and for their constant patronage over the past six years.
Blythe said that the two men's
dairy lunch break at McDonald's
got to be a sort of responsibility to
them.
"Many times, when we were
writing up there at McDonald's,
one ofus would be up there with
his head on the table dying of
some kind of sickness and we are
still writing," Blythe joked.
Blythe and Sweet have recently begun eating lunch at Hardee's.
Unlike their choice of restaurants, the two men's proficient
writing appears to headed on a
steady course. Blythe said die two
will likely continue to write as
long as they teach here at the university. How long that will be,
they didn't say.
One thing they did mention,
though, was a bit of advice for
aspiring writers. They advise writers to send in their work to publishers. They also require their
writing students to send off at
least one work to a publisher at
the end of every semester.
"Nothing ever got published in
your desk drawer," Sweet said.
"If you're a writer, you want
somebody to read your stuff other
than mom," Blythe said.

■ Do you
need a little
extra
spending
money in your
pocket?
If you
answered yes
to all these
questions,
then come join]
the Spring
2002 Progress
staff!
Applications
are available
in Donovan
Annex
Room 122.

Co7iqratufotionsi„
to Managing Editor

Jamie Vinson
for 3rd place Business
& Economic Reporting
presented by College
Media Advisers at

National College Media
Convention
New Orleans Oct. 27, 2001
Richmond's Newest Tanning Salon

The
Tannery
GRAND OPENING
Largest tanning salon In Richmond
129 South First St.
• 1 at hundred customers
receive free moisturizing
packet
• Bottle of Swedish Beauty,
Black Diamond, plus Tanalize
tor $40 (retail value $73.00)
• Wholesale lotions all day,
everyday.
• We will match any competitors
ad (excluding unlimited)

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
623-8211
910 Red House Rd.
Richmond KV
(Located next to MiHer's Landing)

Wed. 750 Bud Light & Karaoke
Thurs. 750 Miller Lite
Fri.
All night $2 pitchers
Sat.
$7 All you can drink!
ijiK~||3l

We cater to private arties

p

Members of Campus Crusade for
Christ: from left to right:, Kevin
Howard, broadcast news; Todd
Wingfeld, police studies and Amy
Stanley, occupational therapy.

round&atiotit

Beth Howard, editor

Video
game
network
party

Poet laureates visit,
share literature
BrTHHOWAHD
Around & About editor

BY HA8ANDA SniRQaj. ANO KEVM

One of the highlights of
November's First Weekend for
some students was the Local Area
Networking Party on Nov. 2,
which continued through Nov. 3.
Lisa Moore, a Resnet coordinator,
is supervisor of the party and
interacts with the students in the
games. Her favorite game is "Sim
City."
"A LAN party is a gathering of
people who have the opportunity to play video games together
on a network. The games range
from versions of 'Quake3', and
'Half-life' to 'Age of Empires,'
Moore said. "Half-life" has two
different modes or versions: a
team fortress and a counterstrike.
"Quake3" and "Counterstrike"
are the counters to "Half-life," but
they are made by different companies and use different weapons.
The party lasted until 3 a.m.
Saturday morning.
The computers were provided;
students only had to bring a copy

Andrea Linoenmayer/Progress
Adam Curry, a freshman computer science major, hooks into the tournament network to compete with other computer video game opponents at the Local Area Networking party last weekend in the Student Technology Lab

of their favorite game.
"Bring your favorite game and
a thirst for kickin' butt," said
Moore. The LAN party was held
in the Crabbe Library, Student
Technology Lab.
Moore explained that students
compete against one another in a
tournament, and the winners
receive several prizes.
"We give many prizes, such as
autographed 'Spawn' toys,
posters, and Cinemark movie
passes. There are usually three to

five tournament winners and
other participants receive door
prizes," Moore said.
This is not the first LAN party
and another one is planned for
March's First Weekend. Last
year there were three LAN parties, and over 150 participants.
This idea began as an effort to
collaborate with other groups on
campus and to offer a campus
event for the part of the student
body that enjoys network computer gaming," commented Dave

Sargeant, a participant in the LAN
party.
Various businesses and other
organizations, such as, WinnDixie, Movie Warehouse, Cracker
Barrel. O'Charley's, Resnet.
Shoney's and GameSport. sponsor the LAN party.
The atmospheres at these parties are very fun and competitive. Between tournaments,
everyone plays each other and it
can get loud. It's a lot of good,
clean fun." Moore said.

ABC crowns Mr. and Mrs. Ebony 2001
BY MAHAWOA STUROKX

Staff writer

The Association of Black
Collegiates' first activity this fall
was the Mr. and Mrs. Ebony
Pageant, held Nov. 3.
At precisely 7 p.m. the Grise
Room of the Combs Building was
engulfed with cheers and laughter
as the candidates were introduced
to the packed auditorium.
Hosting the show was last
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year's Mr. Ebony. Roosevelt
"Rosse" Turner, and the President
of the Association of Black
Collegiates. Nicole Hayden.
Other members and staff from
the ABC assisted them during the
pageant.
"The pageant is one of the
ABC's greatest accomplishments.
It builds character in contests,
and it gives underclassmen something to strive for every fall," Dee

Study Abroad
this Year!

Hoh. a member of ABC, said.
There were six guest judges
for the event and four categories
in which the contestants competed.
They participated in formal
wear, casual wear, dress attire
and bedroom scenes in which participants proved their acting abilities.
Contestants were then judged
on their i utfits and performances

^tRlfcTv^

Visit English-speaking countries
with EKU faculty, while EKU
picks up your tuition tabl
This year the Cooperative Center
for Study Abroad (CCSA) offers
courses in:
England
Scotland
Ireland
Australia
New Zealand
Also, semester-long internships
in London 4 Dublin.

to determine who would reign
this year as King and Queen.
When all was said and done,
the tiara and scepter changed
hands to the new king. Edward
Nelson and the new queen,
Renata Simmons.
First runners-up were Lee
Chandler and Teresa Chislon.
Second
runners-up
were
Jaidontae Burton and Virginette
Fitzpatrick.

The campus will be filled with
poetry this Wednesday when
Kentucky Poet Laureate James
Baker Hall and former Kentucky
Poet Laureate Richard Taylor
share their poetry with the
Eastern community
at
3:30 p.m. in
the Grand
Reading
Room of the
Crabbe
Library.
Taylor will
also speak to Kentucky
Paula Poet Laureate
Ko p a c z ' s
American lit- James Baker
erature class Hall will be
at 11:15 a.m. reading at
in
the Eastern on
Kennamer Wednesday.
Room of the
Powell
Building, and Hall will navigate
George Brosi's Appalachian literature class at 12:20 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room. The poets'
books will be available to purchase, and Hall and Taylor will be
available to sign autographs after
then- sessions. All of the programs
are open to the public.
"I hope that it makes people
realize that they can be poets
too," Brosi said. "I hope that students realize that they can write
poetry as well as the poet laureates."
"I want students to think about
what it's like being a teacher, at
IK as well as the poet laureate. I
want students to think about how
to achieve the balance between a
writer and a teacher, and I also
want the university to think about
how they can nurture the balance
between being a practitioner and
an instructor," Brosi said.
Eastern English professor
Harry Brown saw the poets read
at the old capitol building in
Frankfort this spring and asked

YOU'RE IN
COLLEGE
NOW

0

them to come to Eastern, and the
poets agreed.
"I'd like for (students) to have
direct contact with some major
living Kentucky writers. I would
like for them to attend a poetry
reading where good poetry is
read," Brown said. "I would like
for them to hear a well-known
Kentucky writer talk about literature."
Brown said he would like for
students to read and buy Taylor
and Hall's poetry and to learn
about other aspects of life that the
authors are interested in. He
wants students to realize that literature is important
Hall is the director of creative
writing at the University of
Kentucky and is the author of five
collections of poetry. His work
has been published in The New
Yorker, The Paris Review, The
American Poetry Review and The
"Kenyon Review, among many others. Hall is also a photographer,
and he has a display of his photographs in the art museum at
UK. His wife Mary Anne TaylorHall is also a writer. Hall will
serve a two-year
tenure
as
Kentucky's Poet
Laureate.
Taylor
is a professor of
English
at
Kentucky State
Richard
Taylor, previ- University and
ous Kentucky has published a
poet laureate, novel, "Girty"
will also share and four collections of poems.
his poetry.
He and his wife
own
Poor
Richard's
Bookstore in Frankfort, which is
also attached to a coffeehouse
that hosts poetry readings and
musicians once a month.
The EKU Center for Kentucky
History and Politics, the EKU
Center for Appalachian Studies
and the department of English are
sponsoring the poets.
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ITS TIME
FOR ADULT
FAST FOOD

CHICKEN FINGER ,T ANY MARKET
COMBO
FRESH COMBO
$3.99
$1.00 OFF
enter for

CCSA

For more information or an application, check out our site at
www.ccsa.eku.edu. or contact Bonnie Plummer at 25861
(englplumm@acs.eku.edu), or Joe Pellegrino at 23191
(joe.pellegrino@eku.edu)

portraits
done
with us.
•Portraits
•Weddings
•Commercial
•Digital Services
•One Hour Photo
•Enlargements

(4 Piece Chicken Flag*", furl) Fries, Medium Driah)|
Bay ap to 6 at this price with tab coupon.
Not valid with any other coupon.
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2 REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

BEEF' N CHEDDAR
SANDWICH
$1.99

$3.00

Bay up to 10 in multiples or 2 at tab price
with this coupon.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid thru December 22, 2IKII.
Good at participating Arb) V
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2 SUBS FOR
$4.00

Buy up to 10 in multiples of 2 at that price
with this coupon.

Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid thru December 22, 20(11.
Good al participating Arb) V
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Bay ap to f at tab price with tab coupon.
Not valid with aay other coupon.
Valid thra December 22, 2001.
Good al participating Arby'i.

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH
$1.99
Buy ap to I at tab price wftb tbb coap
Not valid with aay other coupon.
Valid thru December 22. 2001.
Goad al participating Arby'i.

NOW ACCEPTING CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
at select locations
Do you know something that's going on and want to spread the word?
Is there an interesting event or group on campus?
Call 622-1882 and let us know.
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John Hart.

Ladies cruise 127-60 BES*
BY MARAUD* STURMLL

BUT Wrihr

The Lady Colonels hosted Sports
Reach Nov. 3 in their lone exhibition
game of the 2001-02 preseason. Coach
Larry Inman's team defeated the
Crusaders last season with a triumphant
final score of 98-50, but it was no comparison to the 127-60 blowout game this season.
"This game was good for us.
because it gave us a chance to play
somebody different, instead of practicing against each other,* Inman said.
After leading from the gate, the
Colonels dominated the floor with 10
unanswered points. The in-your-face
defense frustrated the Crusaders, and
their offense crumbled.
The Lady Colonels held Sports
Reach under double-figure scoring
until the 6:23 minute mark (46-12).
Eastern continued to dominate offensively to build a 38-point lead at halftime, 61-23.
The entire Eastern squad saw playing time except for freshman Ashleigh
Huffman, who sat out due to a knee
injury. 68 points came from the bench,
and the Lady Colonels put six players
in double figures.
Senior guard Zoey Artist dominated
the floor for the Colonels, with 23
points in 22 minutes of play. She shot
three of four from beyond the threepoint line, and 10 for 13 from within the
arch and added five rebounds, four
assist and four steals.
Sizemore followed with 15 points
and seven boards, while sophomore
Katie Kelly and junior Jill Perry each
added 13 for the Lady Colonels.
Freshman Miranda Eckerle had a powerful debut game, hammering 14 points

on 4-of-8 shooting and a perfect 6-of-6
from the line. Junior Teresa McNair
also reached double-figures with 11
points, five rebounds and a game-high
seven steals.
In the second half the Lady Colonels
did not let up, they continued to dominate, both offensively and defensively.
The Lady Colonels forced 35 turnovers
while committing just 16 and shot over
52 percent from the field. Eastern went
25-36 from within the arc (69.4 percent) and held Sports Reach to a team
shooting percentage of 29.8 percent.
The Lady Colonels out-rebounded
Sports Reach 59-31 and posted an
amazing 24 steals. Also added depth to
the squad, 32 proving the Lady
Colonels play purely unselfish ball.
"I was pleased with the way we
rebounded tonight because that was
one of my biggest concerns," Inman
said. "I thought we did well defensively, forcing so many turnovers and we
were able to make the most out of their
mistakes.
The Lady Colonels reached the century mark four times last season,
including the season-high 119 against
Glenville St;, but Eastern surpassed
that high with the 127-point endeavor.
Eastern posted its 100th point with a
Jill Perry lay-up with just 7:58 remaining.
"I'm proud of the way we performed
offensively, but we'll have to be a lot
more patient on offense next week
against a team like Vandy," commented
Inman.
The Lady Colonels begin regular season action Nov. 9, when they face
Vanderbilt in Nashville, Tenn. in the
opening round of the Women's
Preseason Invitation Tournament

reporters
rebound

To err is human, to forgive divine."
—Alexander Pope

Steve Richardson/Progress
Charlotte Stzemore sinks a free throw during the Lady Cotonete 127-60 shellacking of Sports
Reach Nov. 3 at McBrayer Arena. Sizemore finished with 15 points and seven rebounds.

Eastern outgunned in opener
BY JOHN HAYS

Sports editor

Kevin Martin/Progress
Chris Carswell drove to the basket against Sports Reach Nov.5 at McBrayer Arena.
The senior from Macon, Ga., finished with nine points and six rebounds in the loss.

► Lady Colonel Schedule
Nov. 3
Sports Reach
7:30 p.m.
Nov. 9
Vanderbilt
8:00 p.m.
Nov. 20
Lipscomb
5:30 p.m.
Nov. 27
Bowling Green
7:00 p.m.
Morehead St. Classic
Dec. 1
Elon
1:00 p.m.
Dec. 2
High Point
1:00 p.m.
Dec. 7
Florida Intl.
7:00 p.m.
Dec. 8
Florida Atlantic
3:00 p.m
Pella Corp. Cyclone Classic (Ames, Iowa)
Dec. 14
Valparaiso
6:00 p.m.
Niagara vs. Iowa St
8::00 p.m.
Dec. 15
Consolation
7:30 p.m.
Dec. 15
Championship
8:00 p.m.
EKU Comfort Suites Classic
Dec. 29
Morehead vs.Marahall
2:00 p.m.
Dec. 29
EKU vs. IUPUI
4KK) p.m.
Dec. 30
Morehead vs. IUPUI
2:00 p.m.

Guards Jason Woodard and Jamie
Roberts combined for 49 points as Sports
Reach outgunned Eastern 105-98
Monday night at McBrayer Arena in front
of 1.200 fans. The Crusaders shot a blistering 51 percent from the floor while
connecting on 11 of 25 three-pointers and
forcing 20 Colonel turnovers.
Sports Reach led 82-73 with seven
minutes to go in the game when Eastern
went on a 13-4 run, cutting the Crusaders
lead to three. Spanky Parks and Kenyatta
Dix led the charge, combining for 11
points in the spree.
However, a three-pointer and a pair of
free throws by Roberts squelched the
Colonels' rally for the moment Trailing
91-83, Eastern made one more surge.
Parks' lay-up off an alley-oop pass from
Dix, followed by Ben Rustling's threepointer, and made it 94-91 with two minutes remaining. But that's as close as
Eastern would come.
Parks, who scored 18 points in the
second half, hit two free throws with 51
seconds on the clock to cut the score
99-96. The Crusaders hit six free
throws down the stretch to clinch the
victory.
Eastern, who hit only four of 21
three-pointers in the first half, got
only eight points from star guard
Shawn Fields. Fields, a transfer from
the University of Georgia, collected
three early fouls.
Fields' foul trouble, along with the
poor shooting performance by the
Colonels, led to a 58-47 Crusader halftime lead. Fields connected on four of
10 field goals, while playing only 11
minutes the entire game.
"Shawn got in early foul trouble
because he is out of shape,"coach
Travis Ford said. "As he gets in shape,
you will see a big change in him."
Ford also cited poor shooting as well
as sloppy defensive play as reasons for
the early deficit. The Colonels shot a

Dec. 30
Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan.19
Jan. 24
Jan. 26
Feb. 2
Feb. 4
Feb7
Feb9
Feb. 11
Feb. 16
Feb. 21
Feb. 23
Feb 26.
March 1-2

EKU vs. Marshall
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. St
SEMO
East. 111.
Morehead St
UT Martin
Murray St
Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech
East Illinois
SEMO
Tenn. St
Morehead St
Murray St.
UT Martin
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament

paltry 38.6 percent for the game
"I was really disappointed in our
defensive effort tonight," Ford said. "I
thought defensively we were really, really
bad tonight. And we couldn't seem to
adjust"
Although the Colonels out-rebounded
the Crusaders 55-37, the key to the game
was Eastern's 20 turnovers which resulted in 31 points for Sports Reach..
The Crusaders quickly displayed why
they aren't the usual exhibition game
opponent by scoring the games first six
points.
Four players, Roberts, Woodard, Will
Carlton and former Transylvania
University Ail-American Collier Mills, all
tried out for NBA teams during the summer. And Ford didn't utilize the full-court
press that he mastered as a standout
guard at the University of Kentucky.
"This team could beat any team in
the Ohio Valley Conference, they are
that good," Ford said. "And we would
have probably won the game if we had
used our press. But, that is what these
games are for, finding out our weaknesses."
The Crusaders also took advantage
of the Colonels' 30 team fouls, hitting
32 of a staggering 44 free throws.
Eastern's inside game was ineffective, as starting center Johnny
Hardwick managed only one point
while hauling in eight rebounds.
Freshman Michael Haney was a
bright spot for the Colonels. Haney registered a double-double in his first collegiate game, scoring 11 points while
grabbing 10 rebounds. Parks finished
with 25 points, while Dix finished with
20.
Redshirt freshman Ben Rushing
added 11 points.
Woodard poured in 30 for the
Crusaders, while Roberts chipped in
with 19. Lexington native Mills, brother
of former UK guard Cameron Mills,
added 15 points and five rebounds for
the evening.
4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA
I

When 18th century poet Alexander
Pope coined the above phrase in the
"Essay on Criticism." little did he realize
the impact of this simple quote. Everyone
in this complex world
is subject to mistakes
from time to time,
either in personal life
or in the workplace.
However, no one
faces more scrutiny
than the media when a
story is inaccurate
.and for good reason.
A reporter's ethical
JOHN HAYS
duty is to report the
news truthfully and
accurately to the public. And if by chance an error is made, a
correction and an apology should be the
first order of business.
In the Nov. 1 issue of The Eastern
Progress, I overlooked a couple of mistakes in an article concerning the Lady
Colonels and the team's upcoming season. It is my job, as sports editor for one
of the most prestigious collegiate papers
in the country, to make sure every article
is error-free.
An apology is in store to Coach Larry
Joe Inman and his staff, as well as the
team for the mistakes that accompanied
the story. The first mistake noticed was
conflicting records for last season. The
article contained the correct record,
while the subhead mistakenly listed the
team's record as 22-7.This was my fault
and I apologize.
Secondly, I should have pointed out
that Tekclia Oden, a member of last
year's squad, only played two games last
year. And the Colonels also lost leading
scorer and rebounder Candice Finley.
Also, the starting times for the team's
Ohio Valley Conference games were inaccurate. The Lady Colonels, who accompany the men on the road for league games,
tip off at 5:30 p.m.
As always, I am sorry for the carelessness. A schedule with the correct times is
printed on this page in today's paper.
Inman is. without a doubt, the best
coach in the OVC, and his 368 career collegiate wins attest to that He has won 58
percent of his games in 13 years while at
Eastern, while leading the Lady Colonels
to at least a share of the league crown
three times.
He has also been named OVC Coach
of the Year a remarkable seven times.
Despite winning 22 games last season, the
Colonels lost in the first round of the conference tournament to Morehead St 9286.
The theme chosen to summarize this
season's men and women's team was "On
the Rebound," one I felt appropriate for
both teams. One irate caller, a member of
the Lady Colonels coaching staff, didn't
agree. Well the Lady Colonels did lead
tile nation in scoring — averaging 88.4
points a game.
Yes, they set numerous team and individual records. But if elimination in the
first round of the OVC tournament by an
8-19 squad doesn't give reason for the
team to "rebound," what does? I am truly
sorry about the mistakes, but 1, along with
numerous others, feel the theme is fitting.
Evidently the article made its way to
the locker room bulletin board for motivation.
Looking at the results of Eastern's 12760 route of the Sports Reach Crusaders
Nov. 3, it seems the Lady Colonels have
not only rebounded, but are on their way
to bouncing to the top of the OVC.
The Big Diamond
What a relief it was to watch a major
league baseball team other than the New
York Yankees celebrating a World Series
championship. This series will be remembered as one of, if not the best series in the
history of the game.
Veteran pitchers Curt Schilling, who
pitched on three days and rested, and
Randy The Big Unit" Johnson, who won an
unprecedented three games, deserved the
chance to jump around like Little Leaguers.
Johnson, who is in the twilight of his career
at 38, is the most dominating pitcher since
Nolan Ryan.
SchOng. who a aho 38, is a throwback to
Early Wyrm of the 1951 Oevebnd Indians,
with his barrel chest and unkempt appearance.
The Diamondbacks captured the tide after
only four years of existence in the majors, and
thisinitsel is quite an accompishment
However, look for the Yankees to be back
in the hunt next year.
Ifs a good bet the Bombers wi sign Barry
Bonds and Jason Giambi as free agents to
replace the retiring Paul O'Neill and Tito
Martinez, who wfll lest the free agent market
over the winter.
A work stoppage is inevitable and the
Yanks wiD just buy themselves another pennant Man, what has happened to the great
American past time?
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Hudson runs over SEMO,
keeps play-off hopes alive
from Turner, something that has
been missing from the Colonel
offense all season. Th* first pan
came at the EKU nine-yard line
on a 3rd and 8 when he connected
with Aaron McKee to mid field.
The very next play. Turner caught
the SEMO defense off guard and
hit Allen Evans for a 39-yard gain
to the SEMO 11.
Turner got in on the Colonels
next score also when he connected
with tight end Tom Mabey from
BY CORKY HAU
-two
yards out to push the Colonel
Mmtmit sporta edtor
lead to 210. Eastern's final score of
The Eastern football team sur- the half came when strong safety
vived a long bus ride and a furious JD. Jewel intercepted McDowek"s
second half comeback to earn its pass and returned it 86 yards to give
sixth win of the season Saturday the Colonels what they thought was
against Ohio Valley Conference a comfortable leal
SEMO rebounded right before
rival Southeast Missouri State 42the half when running back Curtis
24.
"This was a great win for us." Cooper scampered in from six
Coach Roy Kidd said. These are yards out to cut the Colonel lead to
the games a coach loves to win, 287 at the break. Things continued
to get worse for the Colonels when
especially on the road."
After squandering a 28-0 sec- Allen Evans fumbled a punt, and
ond quarter lead, the offense SEMO's Mike Miller feD on it at the
found themselves in a must score EKU 28 to set up another Cooper
situation early in the fourth quar* score. This time it was from twoter. Eastern was trying to gain yards out to make it 28-14.
back some momentum after SEMO got on the board again eariy
SEMO scored 21 unanswered in the fourth when Iven Brown took
a hand-off up the middle and scampoints to cut the lead to 28-21.
pered 36
The drive got
yards for
off to a good start
the score
when
Sunsett
making it
Graham returned
1 p.m. Saturday
2821. This
the opening kickis as close
off 35 yards to the
Roy Kidd Stadium
as
the
Eastern 43. Two
:WEKUFM88.9
Indians
rushes and two
would get
holding penalties
Turner hit
later, quarterback
McKee on
Travis Turner cont
h
e
nected with Aaron
momenMcKee on a 48yard bomb to regain momentum tum-swinging bomb on the next
and extend the Colonel lead to 35- Colonel possession to ensure an
Eastern victory.
21.
CJ. Hudson had his best game
On its following possession,
SEMO was able to get on the of the season as he gained 223
board again with a Derek Kutz 45- yards and scored two touchdowns
yard field goal to cut the lead to on 28 carries. Hudson became the
35-24. Eastern got on the board 24th back in school history to gain
for the final time with 1:15 to go in over 1,000 yards in a season.
"Hudson made some great runs.
the game when running back
Chuck Marks took it in from 11 His hamstring was bothering him a
yards out to seal the scoring at 42- little so we didn't play him as much
as we would have," rQdd said.
24.
Quarterback Travis Turner also
They got some cheap touchdowns," Kidd said. "I don't want had his best game of the season as
to take anything away from them, he connected on 811 passing for
they did a good job of throwing 169 yards and two touchdowns.
"I thought Turner played very
die ball. But our tackling the secwell. He led us on several key driond half was pretty bad."
Eastern scored early and often ves. Although he played well, I told
in the first half. It all started when Tola (McCray) that I hadn't given
Nick Hill sacked SEMO quarter- up on him," Kidd said.
On the defensive side of the ball,
back Jeromy McDowell to stall
their first drive of the game and senior defensive end Chris Minter
force a punt The ball was downed had an outstanding game with five
at the Eastern 5-yard line where tackles, two assists, two tackles for a
loss and a sack.
die Colonels began on offense.
"Minter had one of his better
After getting stuffed on two
straight plays, freshman running games of the season," Kidd said.
back C J. Hudson broke a 94-yard "I thought he really controlled the
touchdown run to put the line of scrimmage."
Bell had five tackles and an
Colonels on the board first 7-0.
Hudson returned to the end interception to continue his great
zone two possessions later on a season, and J.D. Jewell had a tacktwo-yard sprint up the middle. le to go along with his intercepTwo long passes set up this score tion for a touchdown.

Freshman
romps for
career-high
233 yards

Next week, the Colonels welcome a non conference battle
against the Samford University
Bulldogs at Roy Kidd Stadium
with a 1 p.m. kickoff. Samford
comes in with a 4-4 overall record
and returns 50 lettermen from last
seasons 4-7 team.
They are led on offense by
sophomore running back Jason
Ogletree. He has rushed for 436
yards on 73 carries and has five
touchdowns.
Freshman Ramon Nelson is
the quarterback. He had completed 74 of 144 passes on the season
for 924 yards and nine touchdowns. His favorite targets are
Aryvia Holmes and Gary Reed.
Holmes has hauled in 54 catches
for 755 yards and seven TDs this
season. Reed has 37 catches for
314 yards and three touchdowns.
Defensively,
linebackers
Derrick Wheeler and Robert
Evans lead the Bulldogs. Wheeler
has 83 tackles compared to Evans'
74. In tile secondary, comerback
Tony Turner has three interceptions.

ESPN/USA TODAY
I-AATOP25
1. Montana 8-1
2. Georgia Southern 8-1
3. Hofstra 8-1
4. East Illinois 7-1
5. Furman 6-2
6. Western Ky. 7-2
7. Grambbng 7-1
8. Lehigh 8-0
9. Youngstown St. 7-2
10. Northwestern St. 7-2
11. Appalachian St. 6-3
12. No. Carolina A&T 7-1
13. Northern Iowa 7-2
14. Tennessee St. 7-1
15. Northern Arizona 7-2
16. Rhode Island 7-2
17. MeneeseSt. 5-3
18. Sam Houston St. 7-2
19. Pennsylvania 7-0
20. Maine 6-2
21. Eastern Ky. 6-2
22. SFA 5-3
23. Alabama St. 6-3
24. Harvard 7-0
25. Villanova6-2
Others receiving votes:
Florida A&m 54, Eastern
Wash 52, William & Mary
33, Western Carolina 29.
Southern 15, Western IN. 12.
Tennessee Tech 6, Dayton 4.
Jacksonville St. 3

Volleyball
team loses
final two
at home
BY CAWOWPBA

Football star a 'Bell-ringer'
BvCaaLStSTH
Staff writer
In high school Yeremiah Bell
was like most young athletes; he
just wanted to make it to the
next level.
Running out into a stadium
flooded with fanatic college fans
motivates the competitive spirit
in every serious high school athlete.
Duriqg his senior year at
George Rogers Clark High
School in Winchester Bell made
the honorable mention list on
the 1995 all-state defensive
team. His sights were set on college football.
In the fall of that year. Bell
decided to walk on at Eastern .
He red shirted his freshman
year and kept his focus on playing.
"When J came here, I
walked on I thank Coach
Kidd for giving me that
opportunity, and that's all I
asked of him," Bell said.
Bell now lead's Eastern's
defense in tackles and was a
preseason All-OVC pick. The
23-year-old. 6-foot-tall. 188 lb.
free safety was named OVC
Player of the Week for the
third time this season following the Tennessee Tech
game.
The disruption Bell creates for opposing offenses is
an invaluable asset to
Eastern's defense. Four tackles, three assists, an interception, two pass deflections
and a caused fumble made
for a very successful homecoming game for Bell.
"He's a general on the
field. He can change the
direction of the game by himself. It's been a long time
since we've had somebody
that can do that," Defensive
Coordinator Jim Tanara said
about Bell.
Overall this year. Bell has

John HaysProoress
Bell is the catalyst for Eastern's defense this season
The junior free safety is leading the team in tackles and interceptions.

ii
on the field. Ho
can change the
direction of the
game by himself.
Jim Tanara,
Eastern defensive
coordinator

racked up 51 tackles, three
interceptions and nine pass
deflections.Tanara thinks
Bell's prospects for the
National Football League is
promising.
"He's a playmaker. That's
what the NFL looks for. He's
versatile, smart and has a
great understanding of the

"fflinP" InlmrP

game," Tanara said.
When Bell isn't destroying
offensive drives, he enjoys taking care of his 1-year-old daughter and relaxing.
"That's all I have time for." Bell
said laughingly
Bell believes that playing a
role in helping achieve Coach
Roy Kidd's 300th win was the
pinnacle of his college football
career.
"There was a lot of pressure
on us and not many people get
to be a part of something like
that." Bell said.
Bell's teammates respect him
not only as a dominating force
on the field, but as a leader too.
In the spring of 2001. they elected him as captain; a rare honor
indeed for a junior.
"I just wanted a chance, that's
it, and I made the most of it," Bell
said.
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THIS
WEEKEND
EKU EMPLOYEE
APPRECIATION
DAY
EMPLOYEES
CAN PURCHASE

UP TO 4
TICKETS FOR

$2 EA CH

Saturday
November 10th
4
1:00p.m.

• MUST PROVIDE EMPLOYEE
I.D. TO PI IRCH ASE TICKETS

KwtY

Sports writer
The volleyball team played
host to its final weekend of Ohio
Valley Conference action, falling
to league-leading University of
Tennessee-Martin Nov.2 and
Murray State the following day in
what Eastern Coach Lori Duncan
called "an up-and-down weekend."
The UT-Martin kicked-off the
first leg of its OVC road swing
Friday by sweeping Eastern 30-24,
30-24 and 30-21.
The Skyhawks established an
eariy 10-5 lead in the first match.
Eastern tried to overcome, however, putting to within four at 1814,
but UT proved to be too much for
the Colonels winning the set 3024.
Eastern remained hot on the
Skyhawks knealseals as they
stayed within two points of
Martin. Martin found the
Colonels too close for comfort,
however, as the Skyhawks went
on a 5-0 run before taking the
game 30-24.
In the third and final game, the
Skyhawks dominated the entire
match, defeating Eastern 30-21.
"Martin comes in, and we just
continued to do what we did against
SEMO, we just didn't play well,"
Duncan said. "It probably didn't
look all that bad from other points
of view, but from where we are and
what we are continuously working
on on a daily basis it was not a good
performance."
After the big loss against the
Skyhawks, Eastern desperately

Andi Unoenmayer/Progress
Senior Katie Lyon goes for a ki in the loss to UT-Martin Nov.2 at Alumni
Coliseum. The Colonels closed Hs season at home with a pair of losses.
needed to add a win under its belt
by defeating the Murray State
Racers. The Colonels found their
selves quickly behind, however, as
they fell 1930. 2230, 30-15, 815 —
slipping into a recordhjgh four game
losing streak
The Racers dominated the first
match with a 300 hitting percentage
forcing Eastern to a .044 percentage
and only nine kiBs.
The Colonels started to come attve
in the second set after regrouping.
Aware of Eastern's re-emergence,
Murray forced a 7-0 run, puKng away
from the Colonels, 2012. Eastern was

not ready to give up that easily, however, as they battled to within four of the
fecersUrfcrtunafcty, Murray proved lobe
tx» much for the Cofcnefc, as they defeated
Eastern 3022
In the thid math, Eastern tit*.' came
out ready to pfay as they grasped an eariy IS
5 tad theCobnefe took urtniM the game
wifh a said 215 run In toe end, flie Racers
expired, as the Cdonefe took the math 30
15.
'I rr fourth jjnrunrdiaaaialuutwar
as Eastern and Murray tied three oaterent
times before knotting again at 21. The
Colon* tared three straight to lead 2521
and wiiwgfliegame 3028.

Monday, November 1 2th at 7:30
\ s

The West Virginia

Bombers
* Catch all the Action in McHruycr Arena
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If your or
or department
collects the most,
you could win.
• 1st Place: $500
• 2nd Place: $250
•3rd Place: $175
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Road trip
to New
Orleans

Records:
Spinnin'
'round
again

The Eastern
Progress Back to Campus issue, August
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Woodsongs worthy of cover
I first heard
about
Woodsongs
from a press
release. I had
been wanting
to do an EDGE
issue about
bluegrass
and/or folk
JESSICA GRDTTN
music, so I
Editor I EDGE
looked into it
[ found out m
that this radio/Web cast can be
seen and beard all over the world
- and it's taped just down 1-75 at
the Kentucky Theatre in
Lexington.
The fact that the program is
international was impressive
JarieGaddi/EDGE
enough for me to be interested but when I went to the taping, I Jann Adams and John Florldla performed at a recant taping of
was dumbfounded. The host, Woodaongs OW Time Radio Hour at the Kentucky Theatre In Lexington.
Michael Johnathon and his guests
were the most talented people I'd
As for the rest of this month's
read last month's on the
never heard of. The slogan, post- EDGE, we have lots of stories who
EDGE. I put a lot of time and
ed on the Woodsongs Web site, worth reading. New to the EDGE effort into this magazine, and just
rang true: "You don't have to be thia month is Katie Weitkamp, seeing people reading it and
famous, just talented."
with her story on vinyl records. enjoying it makes it all worthI was deeply inspired by the Retro is in and records are mak- while.
show and instantly wanted the ing a comeback as well. Katie has
your November edishow to be the cover story. all the details about how you tionSoofhere's
on the EDGE I know this
Woodsongs deserves to be he*rd should begin your record collec- time of the year is very stressful
by anyone who appreciates music. tion.
with finals just around the corner,
Cecil Smith has written a great
On the Ro.-d Again is about my and I hope you II take a break
piece on the wonders of experiences in the Big Easy. New from your busy day, and relax for
Woodsongs, so check it out. Orleans is unlike any place I've a minute while you read the
Maybe after you read it, you'll ever been, and I'd recommend it EDGE.
want to reserve tickets for the to anyone. I'd also recommend
next Woodsongs taping. You can you read the story.
also hear it on WUKY.
Much thanks to those of you Enjoy!
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Did you hear...
what he said?

cc

I have teen the dorms and Brockton and notice a very large difference in the number of
people hanging around areas causing noise problems. So why ruin mat with a bunch of
underage drinking. And to say it wont happen would be a bold face lie!
Brian Board 10-15-01
EKU's Fraternity system is a joke, because there are NO HOUSES. And so what if it is
a place to socialize, drink, do drugs? ARE YOU BEING HURT BY IT? I'm a gentleman, I know how to treat women and men. 1 know my fraternity has done more for the
the community than you could ever preach about. Just ask the Red Cross
Ed Richmond 10-21-01

Make your opinions known.
www.easternprogress.com
MESSAGE BOARD

ProjffXs

on the Road again...
Fear and Loathing in New Orleans?
The diary of a road trip
Thursday, Oct. 25
4 a.m.
It's 4 a.m. and the damn
alarm clock is going off.
Who in their right mind
would get up at this
ungodly hour? I normally would just be dozing
off to sleep, but today is
JESSICA GRIFFIN different - Road Trip!!!
on the Road
In just an hour
Again...
my fellow Progress
tmtaaaawaaaaaaam staffers and I will be piling into rental cars and on our way to the
Big Easy—New Orleans. I've never been
there before, so this trip should be quite
exciting. And, as an added bonus, my best
friend Katie lives down there, and I am sure
there are plenty adventures in store for us.
7 a.m.
I am having a hard time dealing with the
fact that I have been awake for three hours
and it isn't even daylight yet. We are somewhere in Tennessee. My car mates, Ronica.
Heather. Cecil and John are keeping me
occupied by telling funny stories about life,
but all I can think about is how tired I am
going to be when we get there. I need
sleep!!!
10 a.m.
I've had some breakfast - the most important
meal of the day that I usually don't eat - and am
feeling a bit more energized. Mountain Dew
works wonders when
you've only had four
hours of sleep. Going
down the interstate at 80
mph is also keeping me
on my toes. Only seven
more hours (unless we
get lost, or have a flat tire,
or break down...).

ing lot of a store called Soul Train Fashions.
Interesting. OK. a cop is giving us directions now, so we should be safe. No - now
we are in the parking lot of a post office.
Let's go. I don't want anthrax!
7 p.m.
We are at Cafe Maspero on Decatur
Street. There are no real doors and plenty
of ways to sneak out without paying. But I
am not thinking about that. At the moment I
am distracted by these people who remind
me of Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee.
They are making out right in front of God
and everybody, not caring that some people
are trying to eat
"Can I get another strawberry daiquiri
please?" I ask the waitress. They are only a
dollar, so I might as well get loaded on
them. I haven't even been carded. I like
New Orleans already.
8 p.m.
I found Katie on Decatur Street I had
the rosy glow of too many daiquiries and
was extra happy to see her. Decatur is really close to the world famous Bourbon
Street, so we walked over there past the
tourist traps and jazz bars. This place sure
is different from Main Street, Mt.Vernon.
There are female impersonators walking up and
down the streets and girls
showing their tits for
cheap bead necklaces.
What a place!
Friday, Oct. 26
9 a.m.
We didn't just come down
here to party (although
that was high on the priority list). We are here for
the National College
Media Convention, which
is where college newspaper staffs from all over the
country get together to
give out awards and have
mini-learning sessions.
Today we are going to
these sessions—then well
party.

Noon
Alabama has to be the
most boring state in the
country. "Nothin" but
dead-damn pine trees,"
Cecil keeps saying. At
2 p.m.
We've long since abanleast in Kentucky there
are cows or horses on the
doned the sessions and
taken a shuttle bus to the
side of the interstate,
Mississippi River. It's a
sometimes some houses,
Jessica Gntfin/EDGE beautiful fall day, and the
and we have a variety of
water is a nice shade of
trees— but not here. The
one redeeming quality is
Trent Reznor's guitar is on display mud. There is a lot to look
at right here and plenty of
the music on the radio.
at Hard Rock Cafe in New Orleans.
photo ops. Hunger calls,
We've been jamming to
however, so it's time to go
Queen ("some •Bohemian
Rhapsody' gentlemen?"), the Rolling Stones to the Hard Rock Cafe. Sure it's a cheap
tourist trap, but I am a cheap tourist! I am in
and the Black Crowes (who will be at the
heaven anywhere there are guitars signed
VooDoo Music Experience concert that I
by my favorite musicians. As soon as we
am going to see on Sunday, along with
walked in, I saw one of Trent Reznor's guiTool, G. Love and Special Sauce and the
tars on the wall, and upon further inspecone and only Snoop Dogg).
tion found one of Kurt Cobain's axes.
5 p.m.
Could it be that we are here? After 12 hours 4:20 p.m.
Wasting away again in Margaritaville.
of "are we there yet?" we are now in New
Literally. We are in Jimmy Buffett's
Orleans' city limits. But we are not at the
Margaritaville Bar, listening to a kick ass
hotel we need to be at. We are in the park-

Photo submitted
Taken from the cover of the National College Media Convention program cover, this is the
infamous Bourbon Street sign in New Orleans, In the heart of voodoo country.

two-man band. I have to admit I hate tequila, so I had to pass on the margarita. but
SextJh the Beach is good. Yummy. I want
another one ... or five.
Saturday, October 27
1 p.m.
Katie and I are on a streetcar. I've never
been on one before, so I thought it would
be exciting. Unfortunately it is no better
than a city bus - and it has many more
stops. We've been on here for a good 20
minutes, and I get the feeling that we are
nowhere near the French Quarter (our destination). The driver is a complete psycho,
who just threatened to hit a P.T. Cruiser
because he'd never hit one before. I feel
about as safe as a virgin in a jailhouse.
Finally, we get off the streetcar a good 45
minutes after we boarded. "Let's get a cab
back," I suggest.
"Good idea," Katie replies.
2:30 p.m.
Bad idea. This cabbie has no idea where
he is going and speaks no English. Katie
told him to take us to Saint Charles and
Carrolhon. He just stopped at the Carlton
Hotel. On the opposite side of town. Cab
fare so far $7.
I keep watching the meter, and it is

going up and up, I am really low on money
and am envisioning having to starve the
test of the day, because I thought I was too
good to take the streetcar back. Cab fare so
far $12.30.
"Are we anywhere near there yet?" I
whisper. She gives me a look meaning not
even close. "Do you want to just get out and
walk?"'Her eyes light up. "Just let us out
here."
This is not it." The driver says in very
broken English. She quickly thinks up a lie,
and we get out. Cab fare: $16.30.
3:15 p.m.
We still have miles to go, but thank God
for that damn streetcar. After walking for a
mile or so along the streetcar rail, we
decide to dish out the $1.25 each that the
entire trip could have cost, and ride it back
to the van (which we should have taken in
the first place).
4 p.m.
Finally, we have arrived at Voodoo Fest.
Snoop Dogg is due on stage any minute. He
must be taking one of his infamous "chronic breaks" because he is nowhere to be
seen.
Continued on page 4
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'Choke' a worthy read
II it a tale of a relationship
between a mother and a son. It
is about finding the truth about
life and where you've come from.
However, it in no Charles Dickens
story.
Victor Mancini is the main
character in Chuck Palahnuik's
latest novel, "Choke."
He is a hypochondriac,
sex addict,
momma's boy who
thinks he may be the
son of Christ If anyone can relate to that,
then they may need
medication and shock
therapy.
The thing about
"Choke" is you don't
have to relate to the
characters to be able to understand them. All you have to do is
laugh. Though the book has several funny parts, much of the time
you will be laughing out of disbelief rather than because something is funny.
Written by the same guy
responsible for "Fight Club,"
Palahniuk rips off his own idea of
"support group tourists." Victor
Mancini (like the nameless narrator in "Fight Club") attends 12step programs to help control his
sex addiction. The incidents that
unfold in a building full of sexual
deviants are told in great detail, so

much detail that it makes you
wonder about the personal life of
the author
As the story wears on, however, the sex addiction fades into the
background and other aspects of
Victor's personality seep out For
instance, he likes to go to restaurants and pretend to choke,
so someone will buy him
dinner and have the pleasure of saving his life
(hence the title of the book).
Some chapters in the
book are written in third
person. These chapters are
about Victor's childhood
and the escapades he has
with his mother. During the
first person chapters, you
find that Victor's mother,
who has been crazy all her life, is
now in a nursing home with
Alzheimer's.
The story is really about a
mother/son relationship, but has
many subplots along the way.
There are also many nuggets of
wisdom from Palahniuk. In "Fight
Club" his wisdom was pure
genius, but in "Choke" he struggles to get strong points about the
faults of society into his writing
(which may not have been his
purpose anyway).
This book is very well written,
however, and should be read by
anyone who can stomach it

+ ++H«nTH£IDBTH++ +
39% MNT DRINK ATALL
10% DRINK SL KM PER WEEK

9% DRINK TWO BRINKS PER WEEK

5% DRINK THREE WINKS PER WEEK

On the Road Again... Trip
ends at VooDoo Music Fest
From page 3
4:45 p.m.
I can't move. There are people on
every side of me, and the closer I
try to get to Snoop the tighter tile
crowd gets - and the worse I have
to pee. Too much beer too fast By
the time he hits the stage I can't
stand it anymore. I have to fight
my way through the crowd. Just
as "Gin and Juice" comes on I am
standing in front of the "Pot 'O
Gold" porta-potties waiting for my
turn. I've waited all day to hear
this song, but sometimes bodily
functions just have to come first

big TV screens with images of
what appeared to be computer
generated turds (some with faces)
writhing around on a dirty floor
and the two naked people hanging
from ropes over the stage, I couldn't decide which was weirder. I
did enjoy was the fact that since it
was butt-ass cold, little groups of
people started building trash fires
in the middle of the crowd.
Though the security guards keep
trying to put the fires out nothing
will stop this crowd from getting
warmed up.

9 p.m.

I just sat down in Katie's van,
and it hurt I stood up for so long
at the concert that my body forgot
what sitting down felt like. I am
going to be sitting down for 12
hours tomorrow - in a car with
four other people. It's time to go
home and I know it Four hours of
sleep and 1*11 be good to go.

I am freezing, starving and broke,
but I don't care. Tool is on stage.
And for the first half hour, I am
loving it. Then comes the hourlong instrumental interlude. I
keep thinking the show will pick
up, but to no avail. Between the

11 p.m.

3% DRINK FOUR DRINKS PER WEEK

6% DRINK FIVE DRINKS PER WEEK
72% OF STUDENTS DRINK 5ORLESSPER
WEEK
1 drink = 12 oz. beer = 4 oz. wine = 1oz. shot
Bued M Mooymoui survey did fro* Spritj 2M» of 9*3 EKU ttideiti
rudomly selected from each eoNqt. Sponsored by tkeEKUSibttuceAbiie
Committee lid EKU Network Mhl-f rut, Weiver M2, BUM

Nashville stomp band bends 5
genres to create unique sound
by Jessica Griffin

Photo submitted
One of the tamer pictures on Rotten.com. Although this is only a graphically carved pumpkin, be assured that the real thing Is on the site.

Rotten.com: One rotten site
for severed hands, fingers and
I am a journalist I highly value
limbs and another section for
my First Amendment rights.
Because "Congress shall make those rotten.com fans who want to
share their own disturbing photos
no law... abridging the freedom
of speech or of the press," my job, with the world. Particularly horrible and sad, is the picture
as well as the jobs of
titled "Worms." I win
everyone involved with
spare the details on that
the media, is protected.
one. A series of pictures
That's great, but where
titled, "Downward Spiral,"
do we draw the line?
features 12 mug shots of
The Internet is just as
the same woman over a
much a part of the media
period of 14 years. It is
as the television, the
shocking to see the dranewspaper or the radio.
matic changes in the
If s a huge source of
woman from the first picinformation for anything
ture to the last.
you could ever be interSarah Lynch
Everything on this
ested in. If s a virtual
Isasenior
Web site is nothing less
playground for anyone
journalism
than appalling. Yet the
who has an idea, an opin- major from
site claims to get 15 milion, a product, a picture
Ashland.
lions hits a day. I admit I
or a business they want
have browsed around the
to share with the rest of
site a few times. Why? I suppose
the world. Knowing this, I am
out of simple human curiosity. For
rarely surprised by what I see on
anyone not realizing how susceptithe Net
ble our bodies are to complete
A few months ago, my brother
destruction, rotten.com can
introduced me to the site called
answer any questions. I can't say,
Rotten.com. We sat in front of the
"don't look at this site," because I
computer screen half horrified, a
have. If s a personal decision one
little unconvinced and very curimust make for oneself.
ous. I suppose you could imagine
As far as I can tell, the creators
what you might find on a Web site
that states, "pure evil since 1996." of Rotten.com are in no way affiliOn down the homepage, any Web ated with a certain news organization. Actually, the site gives no
surfer can find the links to the
section titled, "Rotten Now: Rotten clue as to who is responsible for
the deplorable pictures except to
events in our world today." The
say, "Rotten.com collects images
pictures you can find under these
and information from many
links may trigger your gag reflex,
make you cry, make you laugh, or sources..." However, the foundation for their immorality reaches
make you have bad dreams.
far and wide. Rotten.com plays its
Whatever your reaction, the only
part in the desensitizing of
way to describe what you see is
Americans very well.
with the word the sites creators
Rotten.com has definitely had
have already given you: ROTTEN.
its share of lawsuits. From compaRotten.com goes out of its way
to "present the viewer with a truly nies like Mattel to families who
claim their loved one was posted
unpleasant experience." Among
the selection of pictures, any Web on the site. Their savior has been
the First Amendment of the U.S.
surfer can find a photo of Tupac
Constitution. Rotten.com also
Shakur's autopsy and John F.
makes claims that all of their
Kennedy on a coroner's slab with
information is in the public
an open head. Also on display, an
domain which makes the things
open-faced, tongue-dangling
they post perfectly legal. Really,
photo of a man who either blew
these people are very clever.
his face off with a shotgun or
ripped it off in a motorcycle accident. The man, who has haunting
blue eyes, is clearly alive in the
Continued on page 11
picture. There is a special section

^_^^_^__^^^^^^^^_^_^^^^^^^

Moat bands use three main
instruments: a guitar, a
bass
and
drums.
Bonepony, a folk rock band from
Nashville, uses several. Ranging
from die mandolin to the fiddle,
this three-man band has many
unorthodox instruments at its disposal. However, the most unusual
tool in their arsenal of supplies is
not really an instrument; it is a
boot Yes, the kind you wear on
your foot
Rigged with a trigger and guitar pickup, the boot - called a
stomp shoe - has given the band a
good excuse to classify itself in a
genre known as stomp musk. The
band describes itself as "a marriage of techno, rave, bluegrass
and rockabilly." Stomp music is
difficult to imagine unless you
have heard it
Bonepony's music undoubtedly
Photo submitted
has a Southern flare to ft, however
people who don't normally like
southern rock or country won't Bonepony, Tramp, Scott Johnson and Nick Nguyen, a stomp band from
automatically hate it The musk is Nashville, have a unique blend of Southern rock, rockabilly and bluecatchy and different; an aspect lew grass. They are touring in Eastern and Western Kentucky.
bands can seem to capture these
days. Almost any musk lover will Rose. The band plays all over tile er, that's where we want to be."
appreciate the originality country, but mainly in the South,
Anyone interested in hearing
Bonepony has to offer.
making many stops in Kentucky. this unique band and its blend of
The band's most recent album, It has also played at festivals like genres should look for Bonepony
"Funhouse," released early this Farm Aid and the Kentucky coming back to this area, and go
year, is a live collage of genres. Bourbon Festival. Bonepony has have a listen. If you are too impaOnly six songs long, the album is opened for acts such as tient, however, the CD
jam packed with foot stomping, Widespread Panic, Santana, "Funhouse" is the your best bet
head bobbing music. The whole Crosby, Stills and Nash and Bob for hearing Bonepony soon. The
album is very upbeat and full of Seger.
CD is not available in stores, but it
interesting rythms and lyrics.
"We just like to play music," can be purchased from the band's
Bonepony is still touring to said Nkk Nguyen, the band's gui- Web site at www.bonepony.com.
support this album and recently tarist, bassist and umm ... stom- Check it out You won't be disapplayed at Lexington's High on per. "Wherever people get togeth- pointed.

2 Separate Shows
Each Show SC.00
PHISH9 p.m.
PINK FLOYD 1030 pm
Nov. 9,10 Fri. & Sat. Nov 16,17 Fri. & Sat.
Reservations suggested but not required,
No Late Seating

622-1547 W

Only two weekends left!
^^
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Chip Taylor, writer of "Wild Thing" and "Angel of the Morning." waits to perform at Woodsongs.

The main lobby of the Kentucky Theatre is quiet tonight.
Except for the intense smell and crackling sound of but
tered popcorn popping, it's strangely quiet. A narrow, red
carpet hallway turns to the left and ushers the night's
audience to the lobby of the smaller, 400-seat theatre of
the building's two theatres.
A few Woodsongs crewmembers bustle about the stage setting up guitar stands and microphones. The soundman tweaks volume levels and cracks jokes over the p.a The atmosphere is laid back
to say the least. It's surprising that no one is in a hurry, even though
tonight's show is about to air on 207 radio stations worldwide and
Web cast on Yahoo.
The theatre, aside from the quietness, gleams with beauty.
Even insignificant sounds like footsteps and coughs echo with a gentle thunder off the baby blue, cloud painted ceiling back to the
immense, plum-colored stage curtain. The 40-foot walls don't seem so
tall with a Roman courtyard scene painted on them. With pictures of
large, granite flowerpots overflowing with hunter-green ivy, the walls
imitate a small version of Babylon. The scene feels warm to say the
least, but it's hard to sit still without wondering why you're here.
The problem with tonight is that the audience is about to
hear songs they've never heard by artists they've never seen. As odd
as that sounds, it's the truth. The artists scheduled for tonight's edition of Woodsongs are Jenn Adams, a singer/songwriter from
Montana, and Chip Taylor, who wrote "Wild Thing" and "Angel of the
Morning."
Of course everyone has heard those two songs, but what
else has Chip Taylor done? For that matter, who is Jenn Adams? No

one knows, but you get the feeling when you look
around the theatre that you will be astounded when
those questions get answered.
The man responsible for the whole
Woodsongs affair is 38-year-old, self-taught
singer/songwriter Michael Johnathon.A despondent
friend of Johnathon's named Lochlain Feeley became
frustrated with life and his work as a poet Feeley
wanted to quit his job, pack up his guitar, and just
drive through Europe.
As much as Johnathon appreciated Feeley's problems, he
also understood that Feeley had responsibilities to uphold and a family to support This situation made Johnathon appreciate how fortunate he was to make his living playing folk music and also inspired
Johnathon to write the song "Woodsongs."
The song developed into a CD, into a book, and ultimately
into Woodsongs Old-Tune Radio Hour.
"It's for the listeners: working men and women trying to find
purpose within their families, who come home each day to bifls and
frustrations, with the TV blaring in the background each evening like
some crazy soundtrack to their life." says Johnathon in his book
"Woodsongs."
Even though the whole Woodsongs idea is founded in the
hardship of a friend, the struggles of artists are equally important to
Jonathon.
"So many artists have no platform for them to get to a big
audience: Woodsongs does that," says Johnathon.
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TKe Wonders

Folk linger Jenn Adams stuns Woodsongs audience with her hauntingly beautiful voice.

The crew is so dedicated to getting these artists out to the
public that they work for free. From the artists on stage to the camera operators for the Web cast everyone involved is involved because
they love music and what music does for them. If s an amazing thing.
The radio show begins at 6:45 pm on the dot with a rousing
applause from the capacity crowd. Jonathon opens the show with a
brief introduction and a song. Behind Jonathon's right shoulder is
house guitar player. Hotlicks, who looks as if he can't wait to jam an
Eddie Van Hakn solo on his exquisite Taylor guitar. Directly behind
Johnathon are Captain Don and Corday Lee who deliver the
Woodsongs news. Adams, her accompanying guitar player John
Floridis, and Chip Taylor all stand to Johnathon's immediate left.
Taylor, dressed in black Johnny Cash attire, relates a few
anecdotes about "Angel of the Morning." including how a certain
Jamaican rapper named Shaggy sampled the song in "Angel," and
how another certain young man named Jimi Hendrix liked the
Troggs' rendition of "Wild Thing" and how Hendrix made the song a
mainstay in his set list
A humble Adams sat on her stool for the first 20 minutes of

the show next to Taylor and didn't say a word; she
didn't have to. After Johnathon's brief conversation
with Taylor, he introduced Adam's song "Everything
Good."
She started playing a beautiful riff on her
Martin guitar and then started singing. Her voice
was so smooth and gorgeous that it sounded almost
unnatural. Her voice flowed from one line to the
next like silken smoke. The audience could only sit
and smile back.
After Adam's song, Taylor performed a song he
wrote with John Prine called "Black and Blue America." The song
tells the story of how America made it through the toughest times in
its history and what the mood was during these times. In an almost
Kophetic stroke of writing brilliance, Taylor wrote the song months
fore Sept 11.
It was a ray of light.
It was a wall of sound before the walls came down.
It was a true America.
Red, white, black and blue.
Nearly every audience member related to Taylor's experiences as a person living in the latter half of the 20th century, which
gave the song such validity.
The contrast between Adam's beautiful voice and Taylor's
simple lessons on life and insightful lyrics posed no threat to one
another. The two artists blended seamlessly, creating the feeling that

you just witnessed something incredible: life and musk in their raw
and joyous form.
As complicated a phenomenon as Woodsongs is, the simplest of principles apply. People love to hear beautiful and honest
music. They always have and they always will. Raw emotion isn't a
trend, and Woodsongs celebrates that fact
"Make this music part of your life. That's what this is for.
Paint your own musical pictures," offers Jonathon.
"If s so important for me to play for people like you," says
Taylor, "I take your spirit with me."
After such a musical experience, one forgets that
Woodsongs is totally underground in every sense of the word.
"Woodsongs is a praise to the artists involved, not a kick in
the teeth to the musical industry. Fame means nothing to these people," says Johnathon.
Woodsongs is the first program of its kind. The music takes
over. People are always talking about how commercial music has
become and that artists only want money. Woodsongs proves those
people wrong. Every song played on the Woodsongs stage is bom in
the heart of a person who has something to say.
The human soul isn't as complicated as everyone likes to
think. It's expressed quite nicely using a voice and a guitar. Simplicity
truly is a virtue. Just ask Bob Dylan.

Photos by Jamie Gaddis
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Collectors, while thrilled about
getting a chance to hear things
Not to be confused with what not heard before, believe that the
you wear downtown on bonus tracks were not on the origThursday nights—vinyl is inal album for a reason and could
making a comeback. Since the jeopardize die overall tone of an
development of eight tracks, audio album.
The sound quality of vinyl is
cassettes and compact discs, the
record has been forgotten by pop- very different than that of CD or
ular music lovers, but people are even cassette. Musk enthusiasts
appreciate the grittiness
starting to appreciate
of vinyl. CDs are very
the unique qualities
polished and synthetic
that vinyl offers.
sounding, said John
America, always
Shearer of Rave Up
searching for better
Records. True music
technology, tossed
fans appreciate the real,
vinyl like a Frisbee
almost live sound that
when audiocassettes
only vinyl can offer.
were introduced; an
Collectors know
even harder shock
there is no substitute for
came when CDs
became more affordable. The owning the original vinyl that conrecord lost popularity in Europe, tains nie original liner notes, phobut not to the same extent as in tos, posters, bios and other artwork. The re-releases from vinyl
America.
Collectors have always known to CD cut down on the artwork
the value of original record and pictures of die
albums, but now more people are band.
starting to see the qualities that
only vinyl can offer. One of the
most enticing qualities is the
music itself. Some original
recordings were released
only on vinyl and have
not been transferred
to CD.
On the flipside,
other
music
has
been digitally
remastered
and put on
CD. offering some
bonus
tracks.

_ by Katie Weltkamp

even song lyrics that were
originally printed on the
album sleeve.
College students are starting to
see the value of the original
releases from bands like Pink
Floyd, The Beatles, Led Zepplin,
The Who, The Rolling Stones, The
Yardbirds, Bob Dylan, Black
Sabbath and many other classic
rock bands.
Classic rock isn't the
only genre of music to
be captured best on
vinyl. Jazz and blues
are also favorites. The
raw sounds on vinyl
help capture the overall
feeling of jazz.
When you buy vinyl,
check what you're paying for. Look for scratches on the
record, look to see if it the record
is warped and look at die condition of the sleeve. You can find
some valuable vinyl at yard sales
or flea markets for a very
good price, but you
have to be
sure of
the

Vinyl Records
Comin back
41

quality.
Vinyl can be cared for
very easily. The most important thing to remember is to never
store records horizontally. All
vinyl should be stored upright to
prevent warping. To preserve the
cover and artwork, the record
should be taken from the cover,
kept in the sleeve, and stored
behind the cover. To
keep dust and dirt from
getting on them, both
the cover and the
record should be
placed in a dear plastic
bag.
Another important aspect of vinyl is
the turntable. Many
people
use
the
turntable as an excuse not to listen to vinyl, saying they can't find
anything to play them on.
Turntables have
always been made, even when
everyone was listening to CDs.
The most important part of a
turntable is the arm. Make sure
it's not too heavy or the needle
will wear down die grooves.
Turntables can be bought at
just about any store; some of the
best quality turntables are made
by Fischer, Kenwood, Sony,
Pioneer, TEAC, Marantz and
Panasonic.
Many record manufactures have gone out of
business over the
years, but with the
rediscovery of the
vinyl quality, the
business could be
booming again
soon.
Photos by Kristi
McGarey

OF
eed Madison County
ting food through
November 18!
u can donate your
n-perishable food items in
onovan Annex 117 or in the
Powell Building.
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Fall offers wide array of styles
Every season there's
one hot
must-have item;
this tall is no different The
sweater duster,
which we saw a
glimpse of last
year, can be
found just about
everywhere
( apparel is sold.
A few trendsetters may have purchased a
shorter version of the long duster
last fall. While those are still fashionable, the
longer the
duster the
more stylish
the wearer this
year. Long
dusters, unlike
the shorter verdecoratsions, are not
ed with textures
to be confused
with librarianand designs are
looking
all the rage this
sweaters.
fad.
"Nothing says
I'm here, I'm
stylish and Tin ready to accept
your full attention," Ike these
ankle-sweeping sweaters.
The most trendy way to
wear a sweater duster is pairing it
up with a short and sassy skirt,
plain and simple shirt and some
tall boots. Warning: You wfll
scream look at me" with this
ensemble.
For a dressed-down version,
wear a duster with jeans, your
favorite fitted T-shirt and some
hiking boots. Even though you
may not stop others in their

H still be stylish.

waist

The Victorian style is hot again.
And if you're worried about the
corset making its way back into
our boudoir, you may have reason
to panic.
Victoria's Secret is selling the
new corset While it may carry the
burden of the corset name, it's not
the body-deforming,
whale-boned piece of the
past With that being said,
' s enjoy this opportunity
. show off our soft side
this season. From lace-up
boots to lacy tops, this definitely feminine style is
emerging into women's
everyday wardrobe.
Adorning yourself with
cameo jewelry is also a
great way to show your
stylish and romantic sides.

If you've been shopping lately,
surely you've noticed the pants
From plaid to lace, die below
the-waist fashions are bolder than
ever.
Worn lines and
fringed ends offer
variations on the fall
favorite corduroy
pants this season.
This new look not
only dresses the
pants down, it
makes them hip.
These pants can be
worn with just about
anything because
they exude the old
grunge look, but
with a softer side.
But, as for the
Rockin' fashion
rest of the outrashow
geous pants, I have
one piece of advice
ow you know what
Sweater dusters are
for those trendy
to look for, find out
flying off the racks in
shoppers jumping on department stores.
what it looks like on
the crazy-pants
and where to find it Attend
wagon: Be careful.
a fashion show.
The plethora of designs, colors
Eastern's own visual merchanand styles of pants available now
dising class is putting on the
must be mixed carefully with the
"Rockin' in a Fashion
top. If you wear bottoms that comWonderland" fashion show on
pete with your top for reaction,
Dec. 3 at the Brock Auditorium.
you are going to be too overWhat better way to see hot fashwhelming. Try a contrast in fabric
ions and get ideas for Christmas
for a complete, balanced look that
gifts than watch fashion gurus set
doesn't make everyone nauseous.
up a show geared toward you, the
college student? Phis enjoy enterRomance is back
tainment from local band Inner
Vision Collision, and you may
For those who renounce the
even win a door prize. Why not
idea of sweater dusters and
attend? You have nothing to lose
designed pants and want
and fashion to gain.
something even trendier- find
anything feminine and romantic.
Photos by Kristi McGarey

Some say "three's a crowd,"
but for local band Shugga
Daddy, three is just right
Its smooth flavor and creative
sound has landed this Richmondbased band some major stage
time here on the local music
scene. The trio plays regularly at
Woody's and M.F. Hooligans, as
well as in Lexington and
Louisville.
Now, these three guys that call
themselves "the funkity spunkhy"
are not only playing gigs around
town, but they have been in the
recording studio working on
Shugga Daddy's first album, a fivesong album titled "Songs in the
Key of Pimp."
The album is a first for the
band, who has been together
since the fall of 1999 when drummer Andy Milner and bassist
Caleb Riggs met on the Eastern
campus in the musk department
The two marched with the
Eastern band and quickly learned
hpw much they shared in com-
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Shugga Daddy rocks Richmond tonight
by Glm Vaile
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mon
mon_as
as far
faras
astheir
theirmusical
musicaltaste.
taste.
The next thing you know, a
band was formed. Clint Estep, a
former member of South 75,
joined as the vocalist and guitarist
The music, which is all original,
reminds you of the 70s or '80s
when
songs
actually
had
meaning, and
you
could
understand the
words.
The
songs lack that
predictable feeling like most of
the crunchy pop
rock that plays
on the radio
today. Each measure flows with
the next but leaves your ears
pleased with Shugga Daddy's pure
musical talent
The style, which Milner
describes as "neo-funk," includes
hip-hop, jazz, Caribbean and classical tunes that flow through each
song. The group credits its sound
to the works of "Marvin Gaye,
Michael Jackson, James Brown

and the Chili Peppers," who
Milner said "are our influences."
"Right now you can buy our
CD at our shows. We are hoping
to get in to the Distillery Sound
Studios, owned by Days of the
New, so we can record a good
CD," Milner said.
The performers'
attitude comes
through in the
songs and in
their
performances.
The
songs deal with
real life and
funky spirits in
general.
Songs like "Get
this Party Started." and "The Lady
you Are," promise to be hits once
they travel into the mainstream
market Any chick would love to
have a guy sing "The Lady You
Are," to her.
Shugga Daddy is the new local
band to watch. The band offers
more than the usual hard rock
that we find here on a regular
basis.

Shugga Daddy
will perform at
M.F. Hooligans
tonight at 8.

AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS
NEEDEDI
Pay is $10 certified/M non-certified per class
Classes will be @ 4:45 ft 5 45pm
If interested please contact
(859) 622-1244 or stop by Begley 202
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RESTAURANT

&

BAR

Comer of First & Water St

623-0021
,

750 Draft Beer
Day & Night
OPENING HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 11a.m.
Sat. 12 p.m.

Coffee Drink
& Desert
$

5.59

10 p.m.
Midnight

$6.49 ALL DAY
N.Y. Cheesecake
Carrol Cake
Chocolate Suicide Cake
Tiara Misu

Madison
Garden
IAR40RILL

flSowjaqft
624-1540
A GRINDER is the best
hot sub sandwich you'll
ever eat! Arizona Jack's
PIZZA is the best in town!
Draft Bear • Great Food
A Great Prices!
Get away from the same
old campus food!
Join us at Arizona Jack's
- Unique Food, Unique
Restaurant!
Carriage Gate Shopping
Center next to Rite Aid .

A Bite Out
Worldly cuisine:
Wyatf s offers variety of food
bv Sarah Lynch
The new restaurant on the
block really isn't all that
new. Wyatt's Restaurant
and Bar opened its doors to
customers late last May.
Remember Paco's? That's
where Wyatt's is located.
Owner David Embry has
expanded the menu far beyond
Mexican food, but still has a
special section dedicated to a
few of Paco's favorites.
Wyatt's is a great place for
those who enjoy a variety of
dishes, however you must
start with an appetizer. The
hand-breaded teasers can't be
beat. Customers may choose
Sarah Lynch/EDGE
an Italian dish, like linguini or
marinara. or a Mexican dish
Wyatt's on the comer of First and Water streets, is owned by
like chimichangas. The nachos
David Embry. The restaurant otters a variety of meats. Wyatf s.
with enchilada dip or chili con
formerly Paco's, opened in May 2001 after renovation.
queso is to die for. If you are
feeling especially American,
At the bar. Bud Light,
the restaurant offers ribeye appropriate for people of all
Light
and
steak, cheeseburgers and an ages. We are also known as a Michelob
place willing Amberbock are always on tap
assortment of
to try new for 75 cents. Import beers
chicken dishes.
things," include Sam Adams, Corona,
A daily lunch
"It's Just a
Heineken, Amstel Light and
Embry said.
special is always
clean, friendly,
Before Guiness Draught. Happy hour
served and usualhip
Wyatt's is 2 p.m. Monday through
ly includes a dish
opened, the Friday and noon to 7 p.m. on
that is not on the
building went Saturdays.
David Embry, owner
menu. Also, durWyatt's is located on the
through plening Monday night
football, appetizers are half ty of renovations including the corner of First and Water
bar being ripped out and streets across from College
price.
Embry, an Eastern gradu- replaced and having the bath- Station and Hurricanes.
"It's just a clean, friendly,
ate with a degree in market- rooms redone. Embry has creing, says his restaurant serves ative visions for future renova- hip place to come and get
a good mix of people.
tions, like having a mural on great food and service," Embry
said.
"The atmosphere here is the ceiling above the bar.
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NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
For Day & Evening Servers.
Apply In person
Men. - Fri. 9 -6 p.m.

A
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Exit 95 off I-7S N
Hwy 627 over bridge
Turn right and follow the river
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conn of MA Main
dewnmwn Richmond

Come Enjoy
Fine Food
&

Spirits
Horn Sermg Food
Mon-Frillm-IOpm
Sat 5pm-10:30m
Open all Midnight Mon-Sal

Old Country Store

NOW
HIRING!!!
All positions with
Flexible Hours,
Excellent Benefits, and
Medical Insurance.
Call or stop by for
more information

623-0037
BUODMJt

Check
out next
month's
"A Bite
Out"
when we
feature
Woody's

BAR f. DCLI
Comer of First & Irvine St.

625-5533
Food Served
Mon.- Fri. 11-7
Sat. 12-7
Live Nightly Music
(9-12)
21 A over after 4 p.m.

odds & ENDS
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Horoscopes by Lady Godiva
T Aries (Mar. 21 — April 19):
Get off your high horse and be
nice to those who are unfortunate enough to be forced to be
around you. Don't forget to say please
and thank you. As far as love, dream on
... no love in the world for you! Your
lucky number is 187,857,930 and 3/4.
\y- Taurus (April 20 - May 20):
fj It's people like you who make
^■^ me like my dog more and more
each day. The stars are trying
to work with you but you keep shunning them. So let's try to work on personality and social stalls. Your lucky
number is 13.
-pf
I \

Gemini (May 21 - June 21):
Good twin, evil twin. Which
one are you? For the good
twin, your lucky day is on the
17*. Continue to be the wonderful person you are and try not to make anyone
jealous. You can't help that you are
fabulous! For the evil twin, continue to
be the person you are, for people call
you evil just because you are the true
definition of sheer brilliance. Your
lucky number is 7.
£--* Cancer (June 22-Jury 22):
^_^ You are an OK person just
because you like to help the
environment, but we all know
you need to keep working toward those
goals. Just because you have never
reached one doesn't mean there is anything wrong with you, it just means you

NoCover
oHOrff

8pm

need to, as the old saying goes, try try
again. Your lucky number is 28.
O
O/

Leo (Jury 23-Aug. 22):
Lions are usually good people
just because you are careful in
your decision-making and you
try to stay away from gossip.
Nevertheless, you need to keep down
your growl when it comes to expressing
how smart you think you are. I mean
really, do you honestly think that someone is ever listening? Silly Leo, your
lucky number is 34 trillion.
VVi.

Virgo(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

ID
"*

You worry that you have
obsessive compulsive disorder
just a little too much. Your
lucky number is 9 1/2.
O
__

Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23):
Confident Libra will show this
month. Be careful not to piss
off your best friend when
his/her significant other pursues you,
because they are overwhelmed with the
confidence. Be confident that your
friend will kick your ass if you decide
to follow through. Although their significant other is crazy and keeps stalking you, remember that your friend will
be there when all is said and done.
Don't screw it up. Your lucky number
is 3,267.

"1

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov.21):
It is time for you to release the
skeletons in your closet. People

know more about you than what you
think. Continuing to lie about the real
you is not the way to go. You don't
have to lie—they'll still be your
friend.Your lucky number is S.687.
•yt

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec

X1 21):

Why do you work so much? It
is not helping you! You continue to have massive stacks of bills and
working yourself to the bone is not
going to achieve anything. Just face it,
you will have bad credit, and you can
always consider bankruptcy at a later
date. Go get a new credit card and go
shopping—the bankruptcy thing will
take care of it Your lucky number is 4.
■yi
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan. 19):
•yO Don't get out of bed this
~^ month. I promise you will
regret going out if you do.
Your lucky number is 66.
yw\ Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Be kind to your roommate this
month, and your goodwill will
be returned to you tenfold, or
barring that, he may even pay his share
of the rent this time around. Your lucky
number is 10.
AV\

\t
/\

Pisces: (Feb. 19-March 20):
Your bizarre fetish will drive a
rift between you and your significant other. Think of something else crazy to try! Lucky number...
69 of course!
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Rotten.com:
good or evil?
Continued from page4
It seems they have covered
themselves for anything disapprovers may throw at them.
They even come off as being
very egotistical about what
they have done. Rotten.com
very blatantly states that if you
don't like it, don't look at it
That's an easy decision for me
to make, but what about the
millions of children who log on
everyday?
Honestly. I cannot answer
the question, "where do we
draw the one." I don't know. Is
it possible to have too much
freedom of speech or press? In
my opinion, yes we can. Do
Americans use and abuse the
First Amendment? In my opinion, yes we do. I am all about my freedom, especially after
the recent tragic events of
Sept 11. But I dont believe
our forefathers would approve
of putting "rotten* pictures of
dead bodies in such a pubic
place.
When it comes down to it,
the answer to the question,
"where do we draw the line" lies
within yourself You have to
make that decision. What you
choose to put into your head is
your own business. Why does
rotten.com exist? Because of the
15 million hits a day it gets. I
wouldn't say that seeing such
things has had a dramatic effect
on me, but shouldn't it? When
did a dead body become so ordinary? When the media made it
so. We hear about death every
day. Ifs life. Exploiting it is a different story.

Nightly
Drink
Special*

•••••••

/"tors. Nov. & Dreodknot
w/Shugga Daddy

All shows
Fri.Hov. 9: Squash MishedM Overdose start @ 9
p.m.
SatHov.10:KrimsynSkurge

Continuing Now through November 16
Giles Gallery • Department of Art

■Group Tours are welcome • AH events are free & open to pubnc • Call (859) 622-8135 for

info.

■ aal
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UNIVERSITY
BOOK & SUPPLY
7090£a«<. after fc>a</ • 624-0220
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^" ■W'-S'-^j
Sweat Shirt*, Hooded Swea»
SA»»rfs. T Shirts. Ram ijear
Stuffed Animals

rfif Laroesf Se/ecfiufi if EKU
Jewell y Rings, Prnn.irits.
Biacelots and More

Stadium Scats. Umbreflas
Stadium Blankets
.ind Much More

All EKU

$2.00
Off
*
$5.00
Off
Any EKU
Any EKU
Sweat Shirt

Coupon not

with any other coupon
Expires 4/30/02

Outerwear Jacket

Coupon not valid with any other coupon or
discount Expires 4/30702

